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VIEWPOINT

Recovering

a Vital

Sense of

Meaning

THE STATISTICS reveal a sorry scene.

The United Methodist Church in its last reported

year (fiscal 1971) lost 175,000 members, bringing total

church membership down to 10,334,521 according to

recently released figures.

The 39,626 organized local churches reported repre-

sent a drop of 428 churches from a year ago. Church-

school membership, now listed at 5,380,147, reveals a

sharp dip of some 250,000 from the previous year.

On the plus side, the dollar value of United Methodist

church buildings and properties increased from six billion

to six and a quarter billion dollars, while total giving to

all causes rose 2.8 percent to $843,103,000. But these in-

creases can hardly be cause for rejoicing in light of in-

flationary economic trends and the unavoidable reality of

United Methodism's failure to hold its own amid the

growing population of recent years.

Why has the church failed to grow? Why has the de-

cline which began some five years ago continued? Some
few may answer that somehow the church is more pure

today—that its forthright stands against social evils have

made it unpopular. While one might wish that more

genuine prophetic ministries did characterize United

Methodist congregations, self-righteous claims to pro-

phetic witness can hardly be substantiated as the cause

for wholesale loss of members.

Nor can the matter of United Methodism's declining

membership be dismissed with the easy response:

"Numbers don't count." The hard truth we too often

avoid is that numbers do count. They count when they

represent people with all the hopes and fears, joys and
despairs, of human experience.

A recent book from an unlikely source has captured the

attention of religion writers and national magazines such

as Time. The director of civil and religious liberties for

the National Council of Churches, Dean M. Kelley, has

written a well-documented book entitled Why Conserva-

tive Churches Are Growing (Harper and Row, $6.95). Mr.

Kelley, a United Methodist minister, presents statistics to

show how mainline and liberal Protestant denominations

are steadily losing members and appear to be dying. But,

at the same time, theologically conservative denomina-
tions (such as the Southern Baptist Convention, Assem-
blies of God, Seventh-day Adventists, and so forth) are

experiencing substantial growth.

The thesis of Mr. Kelley is that religion's basic business

is to give meaning to life. And the way that religious

meanings take hold is by the demands and commitments

required of their adherents. The conservative churches

are growing, according to Mr. Kelley, because they are

offering a clear sense of life's purpose and are requiring

a commitment. Churches which fail to do this, however

laudable their programs of ecumenism, social reform, and

ministry to human suffering, still miss the one essential

ingredient which makes a church vital.

Some of Mr. Kelley's critics mistakenly construe his

reasoning to be an excuse to abandon the church's legiti-

mate and essential concern for social justice, human de-

velopment, and ecumenical relations. And, of course,

there are altogether too many of us who find it easy to

evade our social responsibility. But Mr. Kelley sees clarifi-

cation of purpose in the church as that essential ingredi-

ent which makes its total outreach function. His findings

are a clear call to mainline Protestants to be sure that

in their experiences of worship, in their programs of Chris-

tian education, and in their social witness, they distinctly

articulate that sense of meaning which sparks the total

Christian mission.

Viktor Frankl, the Viennese psychiatrist, survived the

living hell of nazi concentration camps in World War II

with the observation that what really sustained persons

in such extreme stress was their striving for meaning in

life. His "existential analysis" and "logotherapy" which

grew out of that experience are based upon the premise

of the will to meaning. Frankl states that a person "finds

himself only to the extent to which he loses himself in

the first place, be it for the sake of something or some-

body, for the sake of a cause or a fellowman, or for 'Cod's

sake.'
"

It seems strange that many of us in the "mainline

churches" have become so reluctant or inept in verbal-

izing the central purposes of our lives as Christians. Have

we merely become timid ... or a bit more sophisticated

... or could it be that somehow we have lost the urgent

sense of meaning?

Today those on the lower rungs of the socioeconomic

ladder pay little attention to The United Methodist

Church. We no longer possess that emphatic touch with

the "common people" which so clearly characterized

Jesus and—in our own tradition—was embodied by Wes-

ley, Albright, Otterbein, Asbury, and a host of others.

We want The United Methodist Church to grow as

God's agent in every way: in terms of the quality of its

work, the scope of its mission, and the number of persons

to whom it redemptively ministers. Perhaps the key to

this is in the church's vital recovery of that essential and

energizing word of meaning. —Your Editors
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The late Roy L. Smith, our former publish-

ing agent, was more than a preacher, writer,

editor, lecturer, columnist, and radio per-

sonality. He saw the world—almost a mil-

lion miles of it—through the sensitive eyes
of a skilled photographer. Before and after

his years as editor of Christian Advocate
11942-48) he visited 82 countries. Our cover

this month is only one of some 7,000 trans-

parencies his widow made available to The
United Methodist Publishing House after Dr.

Smith's death in 1963. This one

—

Alaska

Snowfall—speaks for itself, and for the

man behind the lens.
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We're not sure we remember what
it was to be 13 years old. No doubt
we spent a great deal of time swing-

ing through the jungle with Tarzan of

the Apes. We rode after the bad men
with Ken Maynard, and we stalked

Fu Manchu with Nayland Smith. We
are certain, however, that we were
not capable of writing anything com-
parable to Krys Holmes' Anyways,
She Said to Me on page 27.

Yes, Krys was 13 when she wrote

the poem. It was first published in a

mimeographed 1970 Christmas letter

circulated to friends by her parents,

the Rev. and Mrs. Robert Holmes of

Billings, Mont. Now that Krys is 15
she confides that she, like many 13
years old, lived

part time in a

world of fantasy.

Now she realizes

it "is time to

transpose dreams
into episodes,

possibilities into

realities." Her

main goal, she

adds, is "to start

to make something creative out of

my life."

Krys tells us she is somewhat shy,

"almost scared of most people, so I

appreciate silence . . . the things that

grow from silence are the things that

become a deep part of me. So I guess

my present occupation would be . . .

to know and believe in the self I am
building . .

."

We like the way she put that, as

we do about her appreciation of the

little things "like maybe a wind that

blows in my face ... or a fresh snow
falling in late afternoon, silently and
calmly adding a new flavor of sparkle

to the earth."

This young woman, by the way,

comes by her talent more or less

naturally. Her mother, Polly Mudge
Holmes, who was elected to the Mon-
tana House of Representatives last

November, has contributed a number
of articles to these pages, beginning

with the early issues of Together.

Her father is chaplain of United

Methodist-related Rocky Mountain
College in Billings and author of The
Academic Mystery House recently

published by Abingdon Press ($3.95).

And by way of postscript we should

mention that she has two brothers:

one, Steve, shows talent as an actor;

the other, Tim, is a metal sculptor,

photographer, and guitarist.

Mrs. Linda Honea of Phoenix,

Ariz., tells us her poem Junior High
UMYF is actually a diary [see page
34]. As a young housewife whose
husband is a former Air Force pilot,

she stays pretty busy with such hob-
bies as ballet, banner making, crafts,

cooking, reading, camping, and
travel. But remaining are such mun-
dane chores as the weekly laundry.

"The Laundromat used to rank
near the top of my necessary evils

list," Linda tells us. "Not so any-
more!"

It happened when she lived in Cali-

fornia. At the Laundromat most of

the regular customers were women
from Mexico and India. Each spoke
her native language only. One day
a Mexican woman asked Mrs. Honea
a question. Linda didn't understand.

"I—I'm sorry," she said, and
the woman dropped her eyes and
turned away. "And then a little girl

with laughter in her eyes skipped
over and tugged happily on my shirt-

tail. The child whispered, 'She said,

"Do you have change for a dollar?"
'

'Yes!' I shouted with joy and re-

lief. And then that little angel and
I were shouting 'Si!' as though it were
a song of praise . . . and the Mexi-
can woman was soon smiling with us.

"The little girl—all of eight years
old—learned English in school and
was only too glad to serve as a joy-

ous interpreter."

Lillie D. Chaffin is the librarian

in a library she started herself at

Kimper School, Meta, Ky. [See her

poem A Boy and Snow on page 49.]

She tells us she has had more than

500 poems published, plus ten books.

As a librarian she feels she should be
acquainted with all the books on the

rhelves, but hasn't been able to read
all of them, though she skims two
or three a niaht.

Recently, when she was extolling

the virtues of a book she understood
was highly recommended, a student

asked her if she had enjoyed reading
it herself.

"I dropped to zero in his estimation

when I admitted I had not, but told

him it was a Newberry Award win-

ner . . . , adding I was trying to read

all the books as fast as I can."

The student said: "A good book
deserves more than a fast reading,"

which concludes what we have to say

about this promising younger gen-

eration! —Your Editors
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A remarkable, long-silent minority seeks self-determination and more representation after

virtually disappearing within the geographic conference structure of The United Methodist Church.

Today, Asian Americans are taking their first steps into new dimensions of service.

Text by Herman B. Teeter

Pictures by Toge Fujihira

AAA
ARE invisible nobodies

The United Methodist

Church . . . lacking leader-

ship and identity."

So says an increasingly vocal mi-

nority of Asian Americans only a few

years after their provisional confer-

ences were dissolved and absorbed

into United Methodism's geographic

conferences in the Western Jurisdic-

tion. The Oriental Provisional Annual

Conference—including Chinese, Ko-

rean, and Filipino churches—was dis-

solved in 1952; the Pacific-Japanese

Provisional Annual Conference dis-

appeared in 1964.

"Unfortunately, what started out as

a step forward . . . was mired in dis-

solutionment," wrote a Nisei layman.

"The ministers and laymen alike were
demoralized by the insensitivity of

the majority to the peculiar needs of

our people."

Although they are less than 15,000

strong, Asian-American United Meth-
odists have joined forces to awaken
the denomination to the plight of

their respective congregations. A re-

cently organized Asian-American

Caucus is seeking, among other

things, self-determination and libera-

tion "from the elements of racism

within The United Methodist Church
and society."

"We thought it would be a great

thing to become integrated into the

inclusive church," says the Rev. Lloyd

Wake, a minister at Glide Memorial
United Methodist Church in San Fran-

cisco. "It hasn't worked out that way.

Opposite are typical members
of United Methodism's "lost"

minority. A Japanese-American

minister (top), a Korean girl,

a Filipino woman, and a young
Chinese professional man.

"For years we were told we must

become Americans. We felt that as-

similation into Western society was

a major goal toward which we should

work. This often blinded us to the

racism inherent in our systems and

institutions. Yet, we tried to convince

ourselves that racism was being elim-

inated gradually and eventually we
would become full participants in

American society."

A resolution passed by the Asian-

American Caucus in March, 1971, de-

clares in part:

"We . . . acknowledge the heritage

that is peculiarly ours as Asians, who
have been a part of The United

Methodist Church. While acknowl-

edging the values of this heritage, we
recognize that our participation

[within the church] has been only

partial and limited, and that our

identity as Asians has been in terms

of Euro-American values and cul-

ture."

Mr. Wake sees a significant move-
ment by Asian Americans to take a

critical look at their problems and

dilemmas.

"We say we can no longer move
blindly as in the past," he says. "We
must, for a while, separate ourselves

and look upon ourselves as Asian

Americans. We must deal with racism

by getting ourselves together, realiz-

ing that primarily we are Asians living

in America.

"We need to be proud of who we
are as a people. We must recognize

our roots, our culture, and our heri-

tage. From this base of self-identifica-

tion we can then move into what is

rapidly becoming a pluralistic society

in America. We recognize that we
are significant participants in this so-

ciety—not as we become assimilated

but as we provide the necessary input

while raising issues which will help

to eliminate racism in America."

Perhaps it is not so surprising that

this trend is receiving some resistance

from one segment of the Asian-

American community, largely an af-

fluent, successful, middle class identi-

fied more closely with the Western

society. Among them are many pro-

fessional people, prominent doctors,

lawyers, scientists, engineers, archi-

tects, artists, and politicians.

"Many of these may have become
somewhat insensitive to the needs of

their own people who have not

'made it' in the material sense," says

Mr. Wake. "They say: 'If we made it,

you can make it.'

'

The Rev. George Nishikawa, direc-

tor of research and development for

the Asian-American ministries, points

out another dilemma—leadership.

"Appeals must be made continually

to all sectors of the church for the

recruitment and development of

those who can lead not only the in-

clusive church but the respective

ministries related to Asian-American

churches in particular . . . While our

active participation in the inclusive

church was encouraged, leadership in

the ethnic churches has not devel-

oped as rapidly as situations de-

manded."

There are crucial needs for Japa-

nese and Chinese-language ministers

to meet the influx of Asian immi-

grants.

"The thousands reaching our shores

each year call for increased outreach

through evangelism and missions,"

said Mr. Nishikawa, adding that even

now there are not enough Asian-

American ministers to meet another

crisis—United Methodism's lack of

appeal to the younger generation.

This, many believe, calls for a switch

from traditional-conservative modes
of ministry.

"We must move from being ob-

jects of mission—as we have been in

the past—into mission itself."

Little wonder that the Asian Amer-

ican feels swallowed up in a church

of over 10 million members. On
the U.S. mainland and Hawaii, the

Japanese Americans have 30 congre-
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gations, less than 10,000 members.

Four Chinese-American congrega-

tions are listed with a total mem-

bership of around 600; four Korean

congregations, around 650; and three

Filipino churches, about 300.

"When an Asian looks at the total

church," continues Mr. Nishikawa,

"he finds no significant number of

Asians have been accorded oppor-

tunities and positions of influence or

leadership which affect decisions of

the inclusive church. We must bring

Asians into these positions as rapidly

as possible."

A significant step in this direction

came in July, 1972, with the election

of Bishop Wilbur W. Y. Choy, a na-

tive of Stockton, Calif., who is as-

signed to the Seattle Area. He is the

first Asian elected to the United

Methodist episcopacy in this country.

Another vocal Asian-American

spokesman is the Rev. Paul Hagiya,

pastor of Simpson United Methodist

Church near Denver, a former Jap-

anese church now united with a Cau-

casian church. Mr. Hagiya wants it

understood that Asian Americans

have no intention of returning to

their old provisional conferences.

"We are going forward with all our

might, strength, and devotion," he

says. "We want to make our church

an inclusive church . . . We want

and deserve a voice in the total

church.

"It is true that we became a swal-

lowed-up people, a mere drop in the

bucket, to the extent that we lost

our morale, some of our inspiration,

and the strength needed to carry on

our churches and evangelize our own
people."

He said he feels for the thousands

of Asian immigrants who arrive each

year, most unable to speak English,

needing language teachers and mis-

sionaries.

"They come to this great land of

opportunity and find it so cold. They

feel they are not wanted, and they

feel alone. Wherever they are, that

is where our church needs to be."

The Rev. Peter Chen, Chinese by

birth, Japanese educated, serves a

Japanese-speaking congregation, Cen-

tenary United Methodist Church, in

Los Angeles. He has found the search

for identity among Asian Americans

especially disturbing to young people

who must decide: "What am I first

of all, Asian or American?" He notes

that some Asian-American pastors

"have chosen to go into non-Asian

appointments, thus leaving some of

the pulpits in the former provisional

conference weakened." The strongest

ministries can be carried out by in-

digenous people, he believes.

"While we want to venture out be-

yond the Asian-American framework,

we are caught in the dilemma of

serving an increasing number of

Asians in the U.S. while trying to help

a rising quest for identity among our

younger people."

A special slide show sponsored by

the Asian-American Caucus outlines

the history of Orientals in America

and the problems they have had to

face in Western society.

"Asian immigration to the United

States began during the latter half

of the 19th century," it was pointed

out. "That immigration continued

until 1924 when the Oriental Exclu-

sion Act stopped any further immi-

grants . . .

"America was sorely in need of

cheap 'coolie' labor to build the

western stages of the great railroads

linking a connection with the east.

Farm workers were in demand to de-

velop the land, cultivate the soil, and

produce the fruits and vegetables for

the nation's tables."

During various labor cycles in

California, Asians "were welcomed
as cheap labor, used, agitated against,

expelled, then followed by the wel-

come of another group, and the

cycle repeated again for that group."

United Methodists of Japanese de-

scent point out recent advances of

Buddhism on the West Coast.

"Unless our churches minister to

the people of Japanese descent with

maximum power," they report, "the

Buddhist church will take over with

its powerful program of social,

athletic, and semireligious activities.

The newly constructed Buddhist

temple in Los Angeles was built at

a cost of well over $1 million. There

is a Buddhist church in San Jose,

Calif., with a membership of some
3,000. Just a block away the Wesley

United Methodist Church serves a

Japanese congregation of around 480

members."

Some problems facing Asian Ameri-

cans were revealed at the Western

Jurisdictional Conference in Seattle

last summer. One concerned the

plight of "Chinatown" areas that exist

in some large cities. Often, behind

gilded restaurants and attractive

shops, one finds a poverty-ridden,

overcrowded slum seldom seen by
the tourist throngs.

San Francisco's Chinatown, it was
reported, "suffers from conditions of

exploited labor and unemployment,
ill health, bad housing, and educa-
tional impoverishment . . . Population

density in Chinatown is greater than

in any other part of the city and is

second only to that in Manhattan.
Medical facilities are inadequate . . .

Chinatown has the highest suicide

and tuberculosis rates in the whole
nation."

Even more startling is Mr. Chen's

statement that crime and drug abuse
are rampant among young people of

Asian descent. Only a few years ago
young Asians generally were con-

sidered models of good behavior.

"So many of us simply are not

happy," declares a young Japanese

activist, Warren Furutani, of Los

Angeles. He points out that young
Asian addicts are inclined to use

what he describes as "ghetto drugs,"

though most come from affluent fam-

ilies.

"These drugs are called 'down-
ers,' " Mr. Furutani explains. "They
help young people numb the pain

and escape their problems . . . We
have tried to be white. We have tried

to be black . . . We have tried to

be everybody but ourselves. We have

tried and failed to emulate the white-

Western society in which we live.

"Now we are beginning to ask our-

selves: How come I feel bad about

the way I am?

"We are saying 'stop!' We are not

going to pay the price of our human
dignity and self-respect."

Although Mr. Furutani speaks for

the Asian-American community at

large, what he says is what church

leaders are saying and are beginning

to do something about. As a result,

Asian-American laymen and ministers

are coming into sharper focus in the

church and are casting aside their

role as invisible people.
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Characteristics:

Christian Children's Fund, Inc.

Calcutta, India - Caseworker Report

To Nazareth Home, Calcutta

Name: Elizabeth Dass

Date of Birth: April 12, 1964

Native Place: Calcutta
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Home Conditions: House:

Sisters:
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Strongest recommendation that Elizabeth Dass be admitted

Elizabeth Dass was admitted to the Nazareth Home a few days after

we received this report and she is doing better now. Her legs are
stronger . . . she can walk and sometimes even run with the other
children. She is beginning to read and can already write her name.

Every day desperate reports like the one above reach our over-

seas field offices. Then we must make the heartbreaking decision

—

which child can we help ? Could you turn away a child like Elizabeth
and still sleep at night?
For only $12 a month you can sponsor a needy little boy or girl

from the country of your choice, or you can let us select a child

for you from our emergency list.

Then in about two weeks, you will receive a photograph of your
child, along with a personal history, and information about the

project where your child receives help. Your child will write to you,
and you will receive the original plus an English translation—direct

from an overseas office.

Please, won't you help? Today?
Sponsors urgently needed this month for children in : India, Brazil,

Taiwan (Formosa), Mexico and Philippines.

Write today: Verent J. Mills

CHRISTIAN CHILDREN'S FUND, Inc.

Box 26511, Richmond, Va. 23261
I wish to sponsor a boy girl in

(Country)

Choose a child who needs me most.
month. I enclose first payment of $.

Send me child's name, story, address and picture.

I cannot sponsor a child but want to give $

Please send me more information

Name
Address

City

State

I will pay $12 a

Zip .

V
Registered (VFA-080) with the U. S. Government's Advisory Com-
mittee on Voluntary Foreign Aid. Gifts are tax deductible. Canadians:
Write 1407 Yonge, Toronto 7. TG 7820
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NEWS
BEAUTY TITLIST

GIVES TESTIMONY
ON SUNDAY EVENING

SEGREGATION
TO END IN ANNUAL

CONFERENCES
BY JUNE 1973

YOUNG EDITOR
CHALLENGES

SO HELP ME GOD 1

IN ELECTION LAW

GOVERNMENT LISTS
CHURCH CAMPGROUND
AS HISTORIC SITE

M. S. Whit ford

There she is, as the song goes...
Miss America, Terry Anne Meeuwsen,
the center of attention in a

receiving line at Madison Heights
United Methodist Church in Memphis,
Tenn. Earlier she gave her
personal witness in the sanctuary
as part of the church's Autumn
Sunday Evening program. The
eight-week series featured other
entertainers and Memphis preachers
and ended with a Christmas cantata.
Host pastor Ed L. Crump, Jr., said
attendance several nights was SRO.

In several states—Minnesota and Louisiana, to mention two-
United Methodism has only one annual conference. In Mississippi
it has foui— two black and two white. But that will end by June,

1973, when the separate black and white conferences in two parts
of the state, north and south, merge into two conferences. The
white conferences recently approved the mergers by large margins.
The black conferences voted in favor last summer. Each new

conference will have blacks and whites on staff and in elected
positions, though not on any quota system. Quotas have been
held in violation of the church Constitution. The mergers will

mark the virtual end of structured racial segregation, going

back more than a century in United Methodism and its predecessors

The constitutionality of a North Carolina law which requires
use of the phrase "so help me God" in voter registration and
in changing party affiliations is being challenged by a young,
triweekly newspaper editor who admits that he infrequently
attends his own Episcopal church and more frequently attends
and sometimes teaches a United Methodist Sunday-School class.
R. Fletcher Good IV, editor of the Elkin Tribune

,
filed his

suit in U.S. Middle District Court in Greensboro. He contends
that the law deprives voters of their constitutional rights of
equal protection under the law, freedom of religion, and the

right to vote. He further claims that he was denied the right to
change party affiliation because he refused to sign a party
register including a reference to the Deity. He said his

attorney had told him it may be months before the suit will be

decided. What do his church friends and pastors think of his

action? "Very little reaction. But I hope they think I am

serious. I am."

For almost every summer since 179^ United Methodists and their
forebears have held camp meetings at a small site in western
North Carolina. Now the U.S. Department of the Interior has

saluted that record by adding Rock Springs Camp Meeting Grounds
to its National Register of Historic Places. Religious properties
are rarely listed in the register, set up by Congress in 1 966 to

give special designation to sites "significant in American
history, architecture, archaeology, and culture." Rock Springs
covers about five acres and has more than 200 cabins. Upward
of 10,000 attend its annual closing services in August.
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RUSSIAN METHODISTS,
PREVIOUSLY UNKNOWN,

NEWLY REPORTED

INDIA'S METHODISTS
NEARING MERGER

AFTER VOTE DISPUTE

NATIONAL COUNCIL
OF CHURCHES

REVAMPS STRUCTURE

There are more--no one knows how many more—Method ists in Russia
than anyone in the United States had realized until recently.
Prior contact had been only with the Methodist community of 2,300
members in Estonia, a Baltic state. But the Estonian
superintendent, the Rev. A. Kuum, recently notified missions
officials in New York that he had visited a group of Methodists
at Uzhgorod, a city of about ^7,000 in the western Ukraine, on

the border of Czechoslovakia far south of Estonia. "They have

stayed there from the time of the war," he wrote. Of his own

Methodists, Mr. Kuum wrote that one congregation of 1,170, for

lack of space, has services twice each on Sunday mornings and on

Tuesday and Thursday nights, has 2k deacons who serve without

salary "helping in the work of preaching and taking care of

souls," and an orchestra and seven choirs.

The largest United Methodist body outside the United States may
be in the final stages of merging itself out of existence. The
600,000-member Southern Asia Central Conference, as it is known
in the denomination, has named a 35~member committee to consult
on union with the Church of North India. In 1970 India's
United Methodists, known in that country as the Methodist Church
in Southern Asia, were scheduled to merge into the new church
with six other denominations. But a special vote by the
central conference rejected union. That vote, in turn, has been

overthrown by the Judicial Council, which ruled that the central

conference went beyond its legal authority. Union by June, 1973,
is mentioned as a possibility in news reports from India. Union
would nearly double the Church of North India's 700,000 members.

Dancers presented scriptural parables in new forms and headline
speakers like Margaret Mead issued old challenges in new terms,
but the more basic "look up" for the National Council of
Churches during its early-December General Assembly in Dallas,
Texas, was a new structure. Gone is the policy-making General
Board which met three times a year and the General Assembly which
met once every three years. In their place is a Governing Board
which will meet twice yearly and will have more budget and
program control over NCC divisions and commissions. United
Methodists have 32 places on the 3^7 -member Governing Board. The
council's first black president (for 1972-75), the Rev. W.

Sterling Cary of the United Church of Christ, said he hoped

the council would moralize less and facilitate more, particularly
in such areas as low-cost housing and minority empowerment.
Among the council's seven vice-presidents are United Methodists
Nelson Price, Broadcasting and Film, and the Rev. Clifford B.

Lott, Stewardship.

John A. Lovel
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SPECIAL-TERM
MISSIONARIES

SERVE IN U.S.

,

OVERSEAS

CHURCHES UNITE
WITH AID OF COCU

PLAN OF UNION

UNITED METHODISTS
IN THE
NEWS

One is in a neighborhood house in California. Another is in a

campus ministry in Michigan. Still another is administering a

hospital in Rhodesia. All are among the 5** persons added to

United Methodism's special-term missionary force during 1972.

There are two kinds: those who sign up for two-year terms in

missions projects in the United States and thus earn the title

U.S. -2, and those who sign up for three-year stints overseas and

are known simply as "3s." Twenty-six are new to the U.S. -2

program this year, bringing that program's 22-year total to

nearly 500. One campus minister said he likes to employ U.S. -2s

"because they are really aware of people." Among the 26 are

persons--all under age 30--from 18 states, 2k colleges, and
four denominations. All are related, through the U.S. -2 program,
to the Board of Global Ministries' National Division. Related
to the World Division are the 28 "3s," including ministers,
teachers, agricultural workers, and a journalist. They are among
the World Division's total of about 85 new missionaries for

1972. A World Division official said that his agency's budget
calls for an average of $8,3^2 to support each missionary
overseas in 1973.

One is new, the other not so new, but the merger plans are the
same for two parishes known as the Church of Christ Uniting.

Spurred by flood damage last June, First United Methodist and
the United Presbyterian churches of Kingston, Pa., merged into

one 1,400-member congregation last fall. Based on the draft Plan

of Union issued by the Consultation on Church Union (COCU) , the

parish is governed by a council with its pastors belonging to

both denominational judicatories. The new congregation uses both

buildings, the United Methodist structure for worship and church

school and the United Presbyterian for a government-leased
community center.

In Richfield Springs, N.Y., the two-year-old Church of Christ

Uniting is similarly based on COCU's plan with a parish council

and task forces created for special concerns. Also a merger of

United Methodist and United Presbyterian churches, the

400-member congregation likewise uses both facilities.

United Methodism's chief ecumenical officer, the Rev. Robert

W. Huston, recently said that COCU "has contributed new life to

churches stimulating common worship, witness, action, projects,

and helping persons grow." As in Kingston and Richfield Springs,

for instance.

First layman to head the Methodist Church in Uruguay is Luis
Odel

1

, administrator of Methodist-related Crandon Institute""
in Montevideo. The new president succeeds the Rev. Emi 1 io Castro

,

named head of the World Council of Churches' Division of World
Mission and Evangel i sm. .. .Dr. Gerald H. Anderson

, president of
Scarritt College for Christian Workers, Nashville, Tenn.,
announced his resignation effective June 30, 1973 .... Elected
a bishop of the Methodist Church in Southern Asia, largest body
of United Methodists outside the U.S., was the Rev. M. El ia

Peter , educational secretary of the denomination's Southern
Asia (India) Central Conference ... .New Board of Pensions
executives include Bishop Alsie H. Carleton

,
president, and the

Rev. Cla i re C . Hoyt , reelected general secretary ... .Five
prominent United Methodists died recently: Roy R. Roudebush

,

Indiana layman who had been a delegate to every General
Conference from 1936 through 1968; Mrs. Robert L. Fleming

, 70,
missionary for 37 years and a pioneer of the United Mission to

Nepal; the Rev. Harold D. Minor
, h~l , adult curriculum

resources editor, Board of Di sciplesh ip; Bishop Paul N .

Garber , 73, retired from the Raleigh (N.C.) Area and, before
that , head of the Richmond, Va., and Geneva, Switzerland, Areas;
Mrs . Charles Pari in, wife of the World Methodist Council leader.
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A TOGETHER INTERVIEW

Managing Editor Paige Carlin talks with the Board of Global Ministries' first "missionary in residence.'

Evangelism:

Central to Mission

—But in Context

THE IDEA doesn't seem so revolu-

tionary: stationing a missionary at

the missions board headquarters

to represent the views of overseas

missionaries to the board members
and staff who direct and shape the

church's missions program.

It didn't happen, however, until

mid 1972 when a group of United

Methodist missionaries then on fur-

lough elected one of their number as

their representative, a kind of om-
budsman, at the headquarters of the

World Division of the United Meth-

odist Board of Global Ministries at

475 Riverside Drive in New York City.

The board has made the desk official

and permanent, but the occupant will

change once or twice each year as

each elected representative completes

his or her furlough in the United

States and returns to work in some
other nation around the world.

The first occupant is Maurice E.

Culver, who will return soon to his

teaching post at Epworth Theological

College in Salisbury, Rhodesia. His

successor, to hold office for six

months or a year, was to be chosen

by missionaries now on furlough,

meeting in Stony Point, N.Y.

Mr. Culver, bearded and dapper, is

a voluble talker, a warmly gregarious

man who has been a missionary in

Rhodesia since 1944. He is enthusi-

astic about his acceptance as "mis-

sionary in residence" at the World
Division since last September.

Because of its newness, the job is

not yet fully defined. It will be

shaped, no doubt, by each individual

who occupies it. Mr. Culver sees part

of the job as "watchdogging," trying

to detect any attitudes of paternalism

which the World Division staff may
have toward missionaries.

The staff, many of them former

missionaries themselves, are "great

people," says Mr. Culver, "but they

have a tendency to become bureau-

crats. I come in and speak from the

fresh frontier position. I bring the

realities of the missionary calling and

the missionary vision. I'm there as a

catalyst."

The planned reduction of United

Methodism's total overseas mission-

ary force—from about 1,015 in late

1972 down to an average of about

950 during 1973— is a matter of grave

concern to many missionaries, says

Mr. Culver.

"The board has a right to say, as

a matter of policy, that the younger

churches should take on more re-

sponsibilities for themselves. We all

feel this. But the number one reason

being given for reducing the number
of missionaries is that the U.S. church

isn't paying the bill," Mr. Culver in-

sists.

Are all overseas churches ready to

take on their own leadership and see

the missionaries leave?

"Not in every case. And my reading

of the requests [from overseas

churches] for missionaries is that

many are asking for more mission-

aries, not less."

Does the U.S. church have a prob-

lem in recruiting the kinds of mis-

sionaries the younger churches want?

"I don't see why this should be a

problem. We have tremendous re-

sources of personnel—young people

who could meet nearly any situation
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overseas/' says Mr. Culver firmly.

The decline in church support for

missionary enterprises, coupled with

increasing costs of maintaining a mis-

sionary overseas, fosters a sense of

pessimism among board staff mem-

bers and U.S. church leaders, Mr.

Culver contends. What about the at-

titudes of missionaries themselves?

"I think that the frontline mission-

ary force does not have the view of

pessimism," he declares. "But there

is insecurity, a feeling of the pre-

cariousness of our job, not only be-

cause the funds are dropping and

costs are rising but also because po-

litical situations in many places put

many of us in jeopardy. You have to

be so flexible that when you work

yourself out of a job, you are ready

to take up a whole new thing. This

can be pretty insecure for some peo-

ple."

It would foster a sense of partner-

ship between missionaries and the

World Division staff, Mr. Culver feels,

if missionaries returning home from

overseas were given a high-level hear-

ing, a debriefing to "unload" their

experiences.

Some furloughed missionaries

"would just as soon skip New York

when they come back," he said, be-

cause the process now is "too me-
chanical." The missionary should be

able to expect to be listened to and

treated with a sense of his or her im-

portance. This in turn would build

the missionary's sense of identity

with the policies that shape mission,

Mr. Culver believes.

Why has the U.S. church's support

for overseas missions work declined?

Perhaps, the missionary represen-

tative believes, it is a part of the

general distress among Americans

that "we've had our fingers too much
in the world" and it's time for the

U.S. presence to be withdrawn.

Withdrawing missionaries also has

an echo effect: with fewer mission-

aries in the field, and fewer of them

on furlough at any one time, there

are fewer opportunities for U.S.

church members to meet and hear "a

real live missionary," to learn about

missions goals and accomplishments,

and to be inspired to give for missions

causes.

The changes in missionaries' work

have had an effect, too, says Mr. Cul-

ver. "We used to have great orators

who could really pull the tears and

get responses. You could really raise

money when you'd go out and say,

'I'm building 20 new churches a year,

pushing back the frontier.' But that

isn't the missionary any more. He's

not in charge of very much any more,

and he can't tell those impressive

stories about things he's doing.

"Take me, for instance. I used to

be a district superintendent, a princi-

pal of a theological school, chairman

of the largest mission station we had

in Africa. Who am I now? I'm a

teacher. This is kind of a disappoint-

ment to the sending church."

Is this a source of disillusionment

to missionaries, too?

"Well, I see this in some, but most

missionaries don't go out with that

kind of expectation. We know that

the overseas churches should take

charge of their own development.

I'm not convinced, though, that we
have finished the missionary move-

ment or our missional responsibil-

ities. We have over 2 billion people

in the world who are still to be

evangelized, and this may call on us

for a far greater missionary effort."

For that task, Mr. Culver sees need

for internationalizing the missionary

force. Where white Christians are

having difficulty being heard, perhaps

Asians or others could succeed, he

suggests.

Mr. Culver regards it "a tragedy"

that some U.S. United Methodist

evangelicals have proposed support-

ing their own missionaries outside

the present Board of Global Ministries

program. "I have always felt that the

Methodist Church has had great dis-

tinction in evangelism. In my ministry

and in the church that I know over-

seas, evangelism is integral to every-

thing we do.

"We have some cultural hang-ups

on this here in America. You use the

word evangelism and people think of

Billy Graham. They don't think it's

Methodism anymore. Personally I'd

like to see that our church renews

this emphasis and that the World
Division gets more turned on about

this."

Has the World Division put too

much emphasis on recruiting mis-

sionary specialists who are not di-

rectly involved in evangelism?

"I would have to say no, we haven't

overemphasized this. I do think our

doctors, teachers, and so forth have

not all developed the possibilities

that within the context of what

they're doing, evangelism could be

one of the great things that happens.

"You have to have a whole-life

context for evangelism," Mr. Culver

insists. Independent American evan-

gelical groups who are sending out

missionaries "by the scores," he

says, are interested primarily in mak-

ing converts. Developing the whole

life is very much secondary.

As a United Methodist, he says,

"if I share with an individual and he

becomes a Christian, I know that the

integrity of our whole Christian mis-

sion is behind what I say. The fact

that we have established institutions

to serve his people, that we have

done things which have assisted the

claim for Christ that I am making

—

that puts it all in context."
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THE MAN WHO WROTE THIS BOOK
LOST 120 POUNDS...HAS KEPT IT OFF
FOR MORE THAN 15 YEARS

Buy this book. Apply its tested principles

for 3 months. If you don't take off pounds
and keep them off-YOUR MONEY WILL
BE REFUNDED.

Here is a book that forces you to stop kidding yourself, to see yourself
not as you'd like to be, but as you are. And this courageous act of facing the
truth has opened the door to successful weight reduction for hundreds of

people who have worked with Reverend Doctor Charlie Shedd in group and
counseling situations for the last 15 years.

The Fat Is In Your Head has been used for many years as the working
manual for overweight people willing to consider a spiritual approach to

their problem Because the approach has proved to be so consistently

successful, it has now been made available in book form.

Clothbound, $3.95

Step 1: Admit You Have a Need
It's not easy to stand still in front of

a mirror and really see what's there
And, painful as it is, Dr. Shedd says
you can't make much of a beginning
unless you're willing to face the fact of

obesity in yourself. And to admit that

you need to change

Step 2: Be Willing to Accept God's Help
Dieters who may have failed again

and again have worked with Pastor Shedd
on the principle of turning their lives

(and their problems) over to God. If you
are capable of a few moments of quiet
meditation, and one simple prayer at

the beginning of each day, The Fat Is

In Your Head can work for you as it has
for others

Step 3: Allow Reverend Shedd To Help
You Understand Yourself
Sometimes you eat not because you're

hungry, but for other reasons What are
they9 Finding them and facing them is

a painful experience But it's the only
way Maybe you think you weren't given
enough food, or love, in earlier days,
and you're trying to make up for it now.
Maybe you get depressed and are try-

ing to fill a gap that can't be filled—
with food
Maybe you set such high goals and

standards you find it impossible to live

up to them, then become depressed
when you "fail." And maybe this feeling
of failure drives you to the candy store
Maybe you have feelings of unusual
self importance.
Maybe your mother begged, coaxed,

tricked you into eating Maybe you're
still "pleasing mother" Reverend Shedd
points out the dozens of misconcep-
tions related to eating— the overeater's
poverty complex, the "eating is happiness"
complex— and many more.

Step 4: Make it Forever"
Can you live with the truth that, if

you're going to lose it and keep it lost,

it's got to be forever? You're not going
to be able to take it off now and eat as
you please tomorrow. Dr. Shedd helps
you accept the fact that you may never
be able to eat without some self im-

posed control.

Step 5: A New Way of Life

Under Dr. Shedd's leadership you II

develop new emotional habit patterns,

you'll see yourself not as you'd like to

be but as you are, you'll have new real-

istic insights and new goals, you'll find

new ways to cope with other people.
You'll use prayer and meditation to

help you win the weight battle You'll

simply ask God to help you, day after

day You'll have a "quiet time" before a

meal, before a party, before you walk
past the ice cream parlor The principles

in this book have helped hundreds of

despairing overweights take it off and
keep it off It can help you

GUARANTEE:
If you write to us after you've tested this

book s principles for 90 days, telling us you
weren t helped, and enclosing the book,
full purchase price will be refunded at once
by Word Books.

Word, Incorporated-Box 1790— Waco. Texas-76703
YES. I want to test The Fat Is In Your Head I understand that

I can study the book for 90 days, applying its pnciples to my
own overweight problem, and if I find that it does not work, or

if I am dissatisfied in any way, I can return it — at which time my
money will be refunded
I enclose $3 95 (check or money order please)

NAME.

ADDRESS.

CITY. .STATE. .ZIP.

059023
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Canaan in the D
How does a nation atone for its guilt? One way, this German sisterhood teaches, is through love and service.

Text by Martha A. Lane / Pictures by George P. Miller

NORTH of Phoenix, Arizona, at the end of a sandy

little road, is a most unusual memento of World

War II—a retreat house staffed by five members
of a German Protestant sisterhood.

Canaan in the Desert, as the sisters call their outpost

on our continent, is one of seven centers built outside

Germany by the Evangelical Sisterhood of Mary. Its story

begins in Darmstadt, Germany, where two dedicated

leaders of girls Bible-study groups had been praying for

years for a revival. Here during a saturation bombing
which nearly leveled their city in just 18 minutes one
September night in 1944, the high-school and college

girls felt themselves face-to-face with death and God's

judgment. They had glimpsed the wrongness of their

nation's actions against Jews.

"We suddenly recognized that we were not on fire with

love for Jesus," one sister recalls. "We heard God's

judgment passed upon us: 'You are neither cold nor hot;

you are lukewarm!' This night shook us out of our self-

complacency." For the next three years fires of revival

purged this little band of believers. There were tears

of repentance "over our own guilt and the guilt of our

whole nation," then the joy-filled life which follows for-

giveness of sins.

The sisterhood was founded by the two Bible-study

leaders and Paul Riedinger, a German Methodist district

superintendent. [See The Sisters of Darmstadt, March,

1965, page 39.] The ecumenical order, which now num-

bers more than 100, calls itself the Evangelical Sisterhood

of Mary in remembrance of the suffering love of Jesus'

mother.

"God, who is so scorned, so despised today, and no

longer believed, must be glorified," the sisters believe.

They work to do that through a ministry of praise and

proclamation.

The "mission field" of Canaan in the Desert's five

sisters is the entire United States and Canada. (Other

foreign centers are in Israel, England, Denmark, Italy, and

Greece.) Their proclamation ministry is through books of

Mother Basilea (one of the cofounders), tapes, records,

speeches, and radio programs. They also place "praise

plaques" in scenic spots to remind tourists of God the

Creator of all. One at the Grand Canyon, for example,

quotes Psalm 104: "O Lord, how manifold are thy works!"
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T/ie camera-shy Protestant sisters call their Phoenix retreat house Jesus' Delight. From here

the women "spread the message of jesus' love in every possible form," including books and records

(on table at right). Some 40-50 people from Phoenix attend the sisters' Monday Bible study.

Then there is a brief poem by Mother Basilea: Father

Almighty, wonderful Lord, / Wondrous Creator, be ever

adored; / Wonders of nature / sing praises to You, /

Wonder of wonders— / may praise, too!

The sisters follow a daily discipline of prayer and

Bible study at Canaan in the Desert. Once a week out-

siders are invited to share in the study and fellowship.

Retreats also are scheduled several times throughout

the year.

The sisters' lives and words speak a simple but deep

faith that is both an inspiration and a joy to behold.

"Our purpose is to spread the message of repentance and

love for Jesus in every possible form," says one Phoenix

sister. She mentions that books, records, and so on are

given to all who ask, whether they can pay for them or

not. The heavenly Father's loving care is responsible for

friends' donations, usually just when they are needed

most, the sister testifies: "We have never come into debts

here or at the motherhouse in Germany. And we've lived

that way for 25 years."

"He who trusts God is independent of the shifting tides

of politics or economics, or a coming catastrophe," writes

Mother Basilea in one of her books. "His future depends

upon God alone, in whose hands are all things, who
speaks a Word and brings to naught the hurt or mis-

fortune which would have come upon us by human

reckoning. . . .

"We have actually experienced the love and power of

God, the God who works miracles."
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you Asked
When the Fund for Reconciliation began, I was a

staunch supporter, encouraging other laymen in our

church and district to participate. How much money
was raised and how much good was really achieved?

Approximately $13 million of the four-year, $20

million goal was raised. However, when one con-

siders that another $20 million was generated

from local communities, and from government and
private sources for greater support of programs

established directly through the Fund for Recon-

ciliation, much indeed has been achieved.

Beyond the financial gains, millions of volunteer

service hours were contributed by United Meth-

odists to programs related to housing, education,

employment, economic development, health, and
drug-abuse prevention. Over 1,000 volunteers

worked in more than 120 communities. New life

has been shown in many areas that once appeared

forgotten before the origin of the Fund for Recon-
ciliation.

-De Priest W. Whye
Associate Executive Secretary

Fund for Reconciliation

How can we overcome tradition?

write to the Division of Curriculum Resources, 201

Eighth Ave. South, Nashville, Jenn. 37203. Your

conference youth coordinator also can put you in

touch with local resource people who can help you

liven up your group.

—Dale White

At the last General Conference several structural

changes were made with the Board of Evangelism.

What were the major ones?

Instead of being a separate board, Evangelism is

now a division of the Board of Discipleship along

with two others—Worship and Stewardship.

There is much to commend this new arrangement.

While evangelism deals with the primary thrust and

the initial encounters of the gospel and the church

with the world, it is also the beginning segment in

the continuing process of discipleship. This naturally

includes the disciplines of worship and stewardship.

This interrelationship permits a more functional

design for the work of the division.

—George H. Outen

Assistant General Secretary

Contemporary Proclamation Section

We cannot escape tradition any more then we can

escape history. Without tradition we lose all the

richness of the fond treasures bought at great price

by prophets, martyrs, and seers. It is unfortunate

that some have corrupted tradition by using it to

stop the clock of history.

The only reason certain practices became tradi-

tions was because they were good enough to persist.

But they were meant to be tested in new fires of

later experience. If they stand test of the best that

we know, they should remain. If not, they should
not simply be overcome but discarded.

—Bishop lames S. Thomas

The Lord has given my life joy, purpose, and dis-

covery. I want to share it with other young people.
How can I go about it with rock groups and other
fellowships?

Don't be afraid to speak openly of your experience.

Young people are very willing to hear a sincere wit-

ness from someone who has "been there." Youth
groups are learning to break out of dry dullness.

Religious rock and folk music help them sing their

faith. Encounter groups and sensitivity training are

being used to open them up. Youth Leader offers

ideas on innovative worship services. For a copy

What is the foundation of the Christian faith?

It needs to be said repeatedly: The foundation of

the Christian faith is Jesus Christ. Rightly understood

and faithfully followed, Christ takes precedence

over laws, worship services, the Bible, and religious

forms. Repeatedly, Jesus startled the good people

of his time with the stern command-—follow me.

Good things should never be in competition with

Jesus but, when they are, he comes first. It is not

Jesus Christ or the Bible. It is always Jesus Christ

and the Bible. In like manner, it is Jesus Christ and

worship, Jesus Christ and social action, Jesus Christ

and the law.

—Bishop James S. Thomas

You Asked ... is Together'^ general question

column dealing with such subjects as family, Chris-

tian faith, church organization, social issues, per-

sonal problems, and other concerns. Answers are

supplied by church leaders in specialized fields as

well as regular contributors Bishop James S.

Thomas and Dr. Dale White. Questions should

be submitted to You Asked, c/o Together, 1661

North Northwest Hwy., Park Ridge, III. 60068.

—Your Editors
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THE
ETHICS
OF
EUPHORIA

Or How to Get High Without Abusing
Drugs, Alcohol, or Spectator Sports

By HARVEY SEIFERT
Professor of Christian Ethics

School of Theology at Claremont, Calif.

CROWDS ARE LINING up to buy happiness at the

drugstore—along with deodorants and alarm

clocks. Business is brisk also for the friendly neigh-

borhood drug pusher.

In an eagerness for euphoria people of all ages want

to add to the amenity of air conditioning the persistent

illusion of floating on soft clouds. Apparently this seems

preferable to remembering battlefields and city streets,

or the clamor of the poor, or resentments between parents

and children.

Few of us can be condescending and censorious since

both conventional society and the youth culture have

their "trip kits." Much the same observations that apply

to currently publicized drugs also can be made about

alcohol, tobacco, excessive use of television, overeating,

or addiction to spectator sports. With all the differences

in degree that are involved here, there are also general

likenesses. We are all in this together in the sense that

our search for euphoria often blocks genuine ecstasy.

In the current discussion of drugs and their substitutes

certain crucial perspectives are often neglected. We are

generally willing to take into account the conclusions of

physiological or psychological research, sound methods
as far as they go. But there are sociological and religious

dimensions which go a good deal farther. No sound con-

clusion is possible without the full range of considera-

tions. It may turn out, for example, when research has

been carried far enough, that marijuana is less dangerous

than tobacco or alcohol. We then will need to decide

—

with the full help of all Christian ethical considerations

—

whether to achieve consistency by accepting marijuana

or by rejecting tobacco and alcohol.

Turn Outward, Not Inward

One neglected perspective is the clear testimony of

both history and the Christian faith: the greatest ecstasy

comes not by turning inward in self-regard but by turn-

ing outward in love to God and neighbor. These are the

two general ways persons have tried to become thorough-

ly and triumphantly happy. Only one of them works.

Directly seeking happiness for oneself brings only limited

kinds of satisfaction, largely physical and material. When
selfishness becomes the most important human motiva-

tion, we reap conflict, war, and exploitation.

Jesus was psychologically and sociologically right in

suggesting that by seeking one's own life a person loses

it, and that it is only by losing one's life for a greater

good that one finds it. Ecstasy follows service. So does

full self-realization. These are never experienced without

other-regarding motivation. As psychiatrist Paul Tournier
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has put it, "It is commitment that creates a person."

Common attempts at euphoria fail because higher

satisfactions depend on exactly those things which have

been given up to get immediate, thin thrills. There are

depths in husband-wife relationships which depend on

long-continued fidelity. The blessings of peace and oppor-

tunity depend upon rich nations helping other peoples

—

which becomes impossible when the wealthy insist upon

enjoying all their resources themselves. A large part of

the motivation for the use of drugs and drug substitutes

is self-indulgence instead of meeting needs of neighbors.

Ecstasy comes in exactly the opposite way, by stressing

public welfare instead of private pleasure.

Be a Wide-Awake Realist

The most exciting consequences are released not by

deadening sensibilities or reducing contact with reality

but by alert awareness to a wider range of what actually

exists. There is no salvation in avoidance when con-

frontation is necessary. No one is really happy unless

satisfactions are based on the situation in which he or

she must continue to live. Before genuine hope can be

born, illusion must be destroyed.

Medicine and psychiatry restore persons' capacities for

reality-relating by reducing the hallucinations of fever

or eliminating the distortions caused by tension or

anxiety. Religion provides resources for meeting even

the worst disasters of life triumphantly. These positive

approaches do not specialize in blinders or rose-colored

glasses but in perscription-ground lenses to show more

clearly and accurately what is actually there. Reliance on

drugs or their substitutes is like painting bright-colored

pictures on all the windows: when one goes outside, the

weather is still as dreary as ever. Euphoria by fantasy is

like pretending the truck isn't there during the last ten

feet before the collision.

A flight from reality is a flight from freedom and from

growth. One is enslaved by deception when he uses

escape devices to secede from society. Drugs, for example,

may provide short-lived surface pleasure or confidence,

but they do nothing about continuing and deep-seated

anguish, misery, and insecurity. The gift of the Christian

faith is satisfaction and security so deep as to make even

continuing tragedy comparatively superficial. The gen-

uinely religious person does not drift through life in an

enervating haze but with full awareness and courageous

initiatives.

Discard Crutches, Release Capacities

Greater adequacy and ecstasy depend upon increasing

rather than reducing human capabilities. Mood drugs sub-

stitute temporary external crutches for a more permanent

development of internal capacity. Chemicals and their

substitutes cannot do what personality resources alone can

accomplish.

LSD does not make one a mystic any more than

alcohol makes one socially competent or cigarettes make
one an adult.

In a world of intense complexity everyone needs

periods of withdrawal. Even frivolous interludes may con-

tribute something to preserving sanity. Some kinds of

recreation add to the trivial a significant development of

new potentialities. A hike in the woods, or invigorating

sports, or stimulating conversation makes important addi-

tions to inner resources.

Other kinds of recreation, like bridge tournaments or

mediocre television, are escape without important con-

sequence. They may actually become debilitating if they

rob time from physical exercise or esthetic awareness.

If a leg has the capacity for walking, relying on a crutch

allows muscles to atrophy and the ability to walk to

be destroyed. Drugs, by simply leaving persons un-

developed, have a disabling effect. They leave persons

dependent and determined instead of truly free and
creative.

Outcomes are surprisingly similar between violence in

maiming another person and indolence about developing

one's own potentialities. Everybody stays half dead so
long as he does not become fully alive. Especially in days
of rapid, crucial decision, as in the campaign against

misery or war, we need all the human resources we can

get. Not developing the full potentialities of persons can

be as disastrous for future generations as the ecologist's

nightmare of exhausting such vital earthly resources as

iron or oil.

If we held outdated views of human possibilities, it

would be easier to settle for alcohol and drugs. The
amazing enlargement of our modern view of personal

and social possibilities becomes an important reason for

rejecting reliance on such chemical counterfeits. We now
know that total fulfillment involves the full range of

human potentialities—social and spiritual values as well

as physical and material.

Those who concentrate too much on lower values miss

the higher. This is the same mistake made by affluent

hedonists who expect too much from gadgets and end

up in air-conditioned misery. Youth are often as much
victimized by this hazard of a technological society as

the elders whom they criticize. Physically induced moods
seem like an easy, comfortable fulfillment. Repetitions

turn out to be fixations on a lower level, with encores

increasingly boring. The deepest anxieties remain un-

touched and the highest capacities for love undeveloped.

Only social and spiritual values offer infinite possibilities

with always more satisfying climaxes ahead.

The greatest ecstasy is that of the whole person acti-

vating the total range of his capacities, including his

relationship with Cod. The limits of chemicals and their

substitutes are sensate euphoria instead of spiritual

blessedness. It is impossible to treat immorality by diet,

or reactionary political philosophy by amputating a leg,

or meaninglessness by inhaling marijuana. Those who are

trapped in trivia need an awakening of deeper sight and

hearing so they may burst out into full authentic being.

Move From Privacy to Creativity

We cope more satisfactorily with life not by accommo-
dation to its circumstances but by activity to change its

conditions. This is problem-solving instead of problem-

postponing, attack rather than privatistic withdrawal. This

is practicing a religion which is life-changing and world-

transforming.

Mere passivity, whether in a boat on a lake or in a

commune in the hills, is to allow life to destroy oneself

and others. An escape-ridden society is avoiding its fun-

damental problems. Thereby it also misses the central
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meaning of life. The ecstasy of full human actualization

comes to those who are creativity-oriented, with their

vitalities focused on improving reality.

In a crucial contest, to play less hard or well is in

effect to strengthen the opposition. This is one reason

that society cannot allow individuals to do everything

they want. It is sometimes argued that in "victimless

crimes," including wide variations in the use of drugs

and sex, persons should be allowed to do as they please

in the privacy of their own rooms.

When the consequences for the social world are trivial,

we should permit the widest possible range of liberty.

But on important matters in an interdependent society

there is no private room and there are always victims.

Those who emerge are different because of their acts.

They bring more or less of energy and ability. They have

diverted more or less of the earth's store of resources.

God and his purposes are always affected. The quality

of life for others is changed.

When a person comes out of his private room intoxi-

cated, enough to kill someone on the highway—or so

"stoned" that he is incapacitated for political action,

society has a major stake in his private acts. Today, basic

and difficult social changes must be rapidly and simul-

taneously made. In this critical era, even more serious

than prostitution or burglary may be the vices of medi-

ocrity, apathy, or privatism. The future depends on

capable, self-reliant citizens. Drifting past cultural com-

plexities in an enervating haze is a crime against human-

ity. Anyone deeply sensitive to the hurt of the homeless

in India or of the survivors of the war dead does not have

time for the hours involved in drug-induced highs or

repeated weekends of escapist pleasure. One of the most

damning phrases recently uttered is, "All the world is

watching the United States, and all the United States is

watching television."

Stretch Resources

Now that there is a wave of developing interest in

ecological matters, another neglected consideration must

be added. Research reports remind us that we are living

on a finite earth with limited resources. For future gen-

erations to live at all, we must necessarily restrain our

exhaustion of irreplaceable natural resources. If in addi-

tion, the poor of the earth are to escape from their

dismal, unjust condition, we must reduce our consump-

tion still more. To avoid ecological disaster we must

eliminate what is unnecessary, finding comparable or su-

perior satisfactions in experiences that do not require

increases in the physical product. Instead of depleting

iron and copper reserves in building more cars and

superelegant television sets, we can be even better off

with more walking and meditation.

The quest for private euphoria already has spawned
major industries, using up vast resources to make leisure

superficially pleasant. If the use of mind-altering drugs be-

came uninhibited, we would see the growth of a new
technostructure comparable to the cigarette industry,

complete with buildings, machines, and advertising. In-

stead of beginning to use up more resources and energy

in that way, it would seem more to the point to begin

cutting down the alcohol, tobacco, and luxury-level

sports-equipment industries. This consideration alone

should go a long way toward convincing our best young
people to stop popping pills in their effort to find the

good life.

Turn On to Life's Goodness
The fact that there are better options effectively de-

stroys the arguments for the use of druglike expedients

at the same time that it leaves standing the arguments
against their use. If the objective is pleasure or fun, there

is enough of it in the Christian life-style to deserve con-

tinuous celebration. The best way to relieve fatigue and
boredom is to turn on to the goodness of life all around
us, in nature, music, creative activity, or friendship. These
are bigger and more permanent highs than any chemical

or escape can produce.

Most people do need some help to cope with the

tensions and anxieties of a threatening world. Here again

the most solid source of confidence is in relationship to

the whole of reality, finding security in God who is the

ground of growth in spite of all threats. Deep serenity

and peace come as one fulfills the purpose of life in

working for the kind of society which is free of the threat

of war, the curse of poverty, and the bitterness of class

conflict. It is in this struggle rather than in material suc-

cess, in inner faithfulness to meaning rather than in ex-

ternal ease, that the deepest release from tension and
anxiety is to be found.

Or the desire may be to move from feelings of inade-

quacy to meaningful social relationships. The "joint"

passed around the pot-smoking group is nothing in com-
parison with the koinonia of genuine Christian fellowship.

Or if the goal is self-understanding and insight into per-

sonal problems, this kind of consciousness-expanding is

the consequence of all good education. The human-
potentialities movement now shows us a better way to-

ward lifelong spontaneity, awareness, and growth.

The popularity of drugs often expresses a great human
hunger to fill a spiritual vacuum and even to facilitate

religious experience. Instead of counterfeit illusion, why
not accept the real thing? Religious experience is freely

available without a chemical crutch. The four greatest

ecstasies known to humankind come from openness to

the wonder of nature, genuine service to other persons,

a realization of who one is and can be, and a vital rela-

tionship to God. As one high-school girl said, "Since I

have been involved in an awareness group in my church,

I have had no desire for marijuana ... I can get really

high on nature, books, music, and, most of all, people.

It's beautiful!" Inferior substitutes are little temptation to

one finding a breathtakingly superior experience.

The theoretical availability of a much better alternative

is, of course, not enough. Many persons not only have

never experienced it but have no idea that it exists. Pub-

licizing such superior options is an assignment to all

human-growth agencies, including the church.

Laws cannot provide the invitation to a totally differ-

ent life-style which only religious witness can bring. We
ought to expect the law to regulate only those abuses

with the most serious social consequences. Personal

choices carrying more limited dangers are matters for

moral education. They are to be treated not by confine-

ment in jail but by liberating conversion experiences in

home, school, and church.
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Ministries in Maine . .

Chair Lift

to

Chair

Factory

Text by Martha A. Lane

Pictures by George P. Miller

ABOUT FOUR years ago Tom and Nancy Bassford

ditched their comfortable life in Westport, Conn.,

and moved to western Maine because "we wanted

to live in the country—an area that would stay country

for awhile."

The young couple settled in Salem, a village sur-

rounded by 4,000-foot peaks of the White Mountains.

Business is booming up on the slopes, where new multi-

purpose resorts offer everything from saunas and swim-

ming pools to some of the nation's best alpine skiing

trails. But down in the villages—Salem, Strong, Kingfield,

and many others—things could be a lot better. The Bass-

fords learned that the hard way.

"People talk about Appalachia— if you look at a map,

this is the northern end of Appalachia. That's all it is,"

says Tom.

In Westport, Tom had worked in a greenhouse. His

wife also had worked, giving them "enough money to

spend it foolishly." In Salem they started out on $2,500
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i )oug/i the economic ministry's shop is located in Salem, furniture is bought and brought in

>o Kingfield (left) and other villages. Pastor Reid (above) unloads the furniture he has just collected.

f building behind him houses the dip tank where items are stripped of their paint.

a year, an average income thereabouts. Their income

would have been even less if they had not received

help from the United Methodist Economic Ministry, be-

gun in 1970 by the Rev. J. Charles Reid, a former

Evangelical United Brethren.

Mr. Reid and his wife moved to Salem 18 years ago for

Mrs. Reid's health. They planned to stay for just a year.

Since he was in the area, he was asked to serve a dying

church in Kingfield. But when he took it over, "things

started to pick up"—and he pastored it for 13 years. In

1958, at the urging of some members of that congrega-

tion, Pastor Reid started holding chapel services at the

nearby Sugarloaf ski area. The services started in a lodge,

then moved to a motel, and finally to their own building.

When an interfaith chapel was built to replace that

structure, Pastor Reid carted the outgrown building 25
miles down the mountain—and he had a building for

his new economic ministry.

"We saw the Sugarloaf recreation area grow from just

a little project for some young people in Kingfield into >

multimillion-dollar operation," Mr. Reid says. "More than

1,000 chalets and cottages have been built in the area

—

and the price of land has increased tremendously. So the

young people living in Kingfield, for instance, who wanted

to stay there found it was almost impossible because of

the cost. We felt that something should be done about

the economics of the area. Of course we had been en-

gaged—and still are—in the recreation part.

"In the economic ministry, we're training men to do
something they can continue to do on their own—setting

them up in their own business. After they're fully trained,

we turn over whatever business we have developed to

them." The ministry has received financial aid from con-

ference and national denominational sources, but should

become self-supporting soon, Mr. Reid predicts.

Tom Bassford was one of Mr. Reid's first employees.

He learned a little carpentry by helping Mr. Reid build

an addition to the economic-ministry building. Since he
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and his wife had done some furniture rebuilding and re-

finishing on their own, furniture work was a feasible

direction in which to move. Through the economic min-

istry, Tom went to a furniture shop in Massachusetts for

additional training, then helped open the Salem business.

The ministry's furniture business now employs four

full-time people, several others part time. The shop's

biggest business is in furniture stripping. Paint and var-

nish are removed from furniture in approximately five

minutes, "while you wait." The workshop also is in-

volved in the manufacturing of pine furniture.

This spring Salem Restorations, as the furniture refin-

ishing and repairing enterprise is called, became Tom's

and was moved to his house. In its place the furniture-

stripping and manufacturing businesses are being built

up. As soon as possible, they, too, will be turned over to

local residents.

"I think the church doing this kind of thing is really

great," Tom says. "The idea of starting small businesses

here—ones that are not destroying the natural resources

of the area, ones that revive crafts traditional to the

area— is really good."

If his business grows as Tom anticipates, he will be

able to "give part-time employment for sure, full-time as

the business warrants it." The 27-year-old businessman

says, "I'm not looking to get rich but to stay alive, and

to help other people do the same."

Ray Cofferan, president of the ministry's economic

corporation, also works in the furniture shop. He has

lived in the immediate area, Franklin County, for all his

49 years.

"Reverend Reid moved in, built a house here, ran the

church here—we got acquainted that way," Mr. Cofferan

explains. "I've always been a Methodist. Have eight

children, mostly grown.

"I started with the economic ministry when it came
into being about two years ago. About a year ago I

started working here on a permanent basis. Before that

my regular job was excavation—driving a truck. Way back

I was a lumberman—but that's for the young man; I'm

gettin' a little past that.

"There are not many stores in the area," Mr. Cofferan

continues. "It's very possible that I'd be unemployed now
if it weren't for this. I think it's a good thing the church

is doing. 'Course we don't know—at the early stages we
aren't making a lot of money. We're making furniture on

a trial basis."

John Coeman, a teen-aged Cherokee Indian, also

works in the furniture shop. He is being paid to learn a

trade by the Neighborhood Youth Corps, a federal pro-

gram. While supporting his wife and baby and learning

a new trade, John also is working toward his CED (high-

school equivalency) certificate. A young volunteer tutors

him two nights a week. After he gets the GED, John

wants to enter college.

About 40 people have had either part-time or full-time

work through the economic ministry in the past two years,

Mr. Reid says. This includes employees working in the

ministry's thrift shop.

In addition to directing the economic ministry, Pastor

Reid serves the 15-member United Methodist church in

Salem and guides the ski ministry at Sugarloaf. He hopes

that a younger man, someone who is also able to ski,

will take over the recreation ministry soon.

"I don't believe you can save a person's soul if he is

hungry, if he doesn't have an adequate home, if he's not

getting enough money to live on," Pastor Reid reflects.

"One of the employees said the other day, 'Now I feel

the church is relevant, it's really doing something.' I

think we've made our impact on this community by

showing that we're not out just to get them to go to

church. We're very happy if they do come to church,

but we're trying to help them in this economic manner.

Here generations have grown up without any contact

with the church. They have never had any experience

with the church, and now they're becoming interested."

UNMEASURABLE forest for the sun to shine on,

countless lakes and mountains . .
." So wrote

Henry David Thoreau of what has become north-

ern Maine's largest ski area. It looks different now, of

course, cut up by chair lifts and snowmobiles, and

technically "improved" by artificial snow-making equip-

ment. But still the Big Squaw Mountain area about 75

miles northeast of Salem is very much God's handiwork.

Calling attention to the Creator on Squaw Mountain

ski slopes is the specific work of a recreation ministry

cosponsored by United Methodists and the United

Church of Christ.

M. Robert Mulholland, Jr., a lifelong skier who cur-

rently is working towards a doctor's degree at Harvard

Divinity School is one of the three pastors involved.

"The ski ministry has a twofold purpose," Bob Mul-

holland told us. "First, it provides a worship experience

for those who normally would be attending their own
church if they were at home but who have to take their

recreation on weekends. The second purpose, as I see

it, is evangelical, to try to reach the skiing set."

The ministry's "season" normally begins before Christ-

mas and runs through Easter. Christmas Eve candlelight

and Easter sunrise services are included in the schedule

and are the best attended.

The ski ministry is regarded as an outreach of United

Methodist and United Church of Christ congregations in

Greenville and nearby Shirley Mills. Its on-the-slope

services are traditional but more informal than those in

town so a number of local young people go up the

mountain to church. Although about 1,000 people are

on the slopes on a weekend, attendance at worship has

been 10, 15, even less. Sometimes it has hit 40. But the

ministers feel their work is worthwhile, partly because

they can point to instances of knowing that what they

said has been helpful.

"My wife saw some people in the lodge who came to

the services fairly regularly last year," Bob Mulholland

explains. "They told us that after I preached one sermon

comparing life to skiing—you never know what's around

the corner or over the next bump, but if you have the

right technique for life you can handle anything—their

little girl became seriously ill and was hospitalized. For-

tunately she came out of it okay. But when they found

out how really sick she was, the girl said, 'Mother, he
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The jack-of-all trades minister helps Ray Cofferan (above, right) strip some chairs.

The process takes just five minutes in this vat of steaming chemicals. Below, Mr. Cofferan goes over

refinishing orders with full-time employee Tom Bassford. This spring Tom opened his own shop.
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Sunday-morning services on Big Squaw Mountain

are kept informal. Robert Mulholland (second from

left above, and at right) shares preaching chores

with Robert Tomlinson (not pictured), pastor of the

Greenville and Shirley churches since last June.

was preaching that sermon for us, wasn't he?'

"There are a certain number of repeaters at our ser-

vices—the kids of the community or people who have

chalets down the road—but by and large the worship is

a one-time thing for most people."

The ministry to skiers was begun three years ago by

United Methodist pastor Roy Barnes. He headed it until

last June when he received a new appointment.

Economically speaking, the Squaw Mountain area has

much in common with the Salem area. Greenville was

an old lumbering town. One paper industry there is clos-

ing out and another will be shifting its operating area

farther from Greenville. That will leave only recreation

as the town's economic base. The churches have not yet

attempted an economic ministry there, but the pastors

do provide weekly services to a nursing home and spend

a lot of time with young people through year-round

recreational activities.

None of the three pastors is involved full time on the

slopes because of their respective pastoral and academic

duties. "I feel quite strongly that a more involved min-

istry is needed—a pastor or even a local lay person who
can be there all weekend and get to know people in

depth," the Rev. William F. Hamel, the participating

United Church of Christ pastor, candidly comments. "But

we have taken the church to where the people are. And
there can be no question that at times it has been a

very meaningful contact for people who already were
church members." D
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Our TV Died...

But Our Children

Survived

Y ('OU'RE watching too much tele-

vision!"

"But Mother, there's nothing

else for us to do!"

What parent is not familiar with

this dialogue? But listen, O reader,

and learn how fate, in the shape of

a defective tube, helped lead one
family to a new way of life.

It began on a wet Sunday afternoon

last spring when our television screen

suddenly went blank. Despite all the

efforts of my husband and our teen-

ager, Jim, it refused to show any more
signs of life.

"No use." Jim gave it a resounding

slap.

"D'you think it's serious?" Pete, our

ten-year-old, asked in the tone he

uses to ask about the illness of a near

relative.

My husband shrugged. "We'll have

to call the repairman, I guess."

Because school was out and the

weather was poor, the set had been
on for three straight days despite my
frequent reproaches. Now, in the

novel and blessed silence, a daring

idea took root. I took my husband
aside. "I have an idea," I told him.

"Let's not fix the television set."

"Not? Hum . .
." He looked

thoughtful. "Could we hold out, do
you think?"

"It's worth a try."

He nodded, and we shook hands

and took an oath to stand together

By ZENA COLLIER

in the battle that was bound to come.

Please understand, I have nothing

against television as such, but it dis-

places other activities. Perhaps not

chores or homework, but what about

games? or climbing a tree? or build-

ing a model? or getting together with

a friend and talking—as opposed to

sitting in silence with that friend be-

fore a television screen?

But surely, you will say, a respon-

sible parent will ration his child's TV
consumption. True, and to a certain

extent we did. But to control tele-

vision viewing once a child gets be-

yond the toddler stage is almost im-

possible unless you are willing to

give up all your own activities to sit

home and act as a censor. And the

constant argument on weekends and

holidays can be so wearing that it is

easier, finally, just to shrug your

shoulders and try to take comfort in

the fact that everyone else is in the

same boat.

Now all this had been simplified by

the TV itself.

When Pete asked how long it

would take to get it repaired, it was
fairly easy to announce casually that

we did not intend to get it fixed.

We might as well have said we
were giving up eating.

"Not fix the television?" Pete cried,

horror-struck.

"You're kidding!" Jim exclaimed.

"Is it because it's expensive? I can

lend you six dollars and thirty-four

cents . .
."

We explained that it was not

solvency, or lack of it, that was hold-

ing things up.

They stared. "But why, then?"

Because we had noticed, we said,

that more and more they had been

going automatically to the set the

minute homework was done. On
Friday nights the TV went on and

stayed on for the weekend. As for

vacations . . .

"But what difference does it make
as long as our homework's done and
there isn't anything else we're sup-

posed to be doing?"

We tried to explain. The baseball

mitt isn't used, we said, books go
unread, and the guitar gathers dust in

the corner. While you are watching

that screen, we said, the stamp col-

lection is ignored, relationships with

others aren't sought, and the great

outdoors—or even our own backyard

—stavs unexplored. They just couldn't

see it.

"Everybody has television," Pete

pointed out.

We said that there had been a time

once when nobody had it, and peo-

ple had gotten by somehow.
"Never mind, Pete," Jim put a con-

soling arm around his shoulders—in

itself a minor miracle. "They're just

—

abnormal, that's all." He gave us a

withering look. "Remember when
they wanted to get rid of the power
mower and get a hand mower?"

Pete nodded, "And when they

wanted me to walk to school instead

of taking the school bus?"

"Great leaps backward, that's

what," Jim said bitterly. "We'll come
home someday and find the place lit

with kerosene lamps. But they'll get

over this. After all, they won't be
able to see their programs either.

What about the news?" he flung at

us.

"Remember radio?" I answered.

"That's right," my husband said.

"The AM-FM set in the living room.

Remember?"
"You mean we still have it?" Jim

exclaimed. "You mean you haven't

turned it in for a crystal set? Come
on, Pete, let's get out of here."

Word got around fast. Within a few

days we had become the neighbor-

hood freaks.

"You mean," Pete's friends would
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"/( began on a wet Sunday afternoon last spring when our television screen suddenly went blank.

exclaim when he imported them to

the house for this express purpose,

"you don't have any TV set at all?"

"Not even one," Pete would say

loudly.

"Gee!"

Over and over this conversation or

some version of it would be repeated.

Still, as the days went by, it began to

sound to me as if there was—almost

—a kind of grudging wonder mixed

with the commiseration. Anyone, af-

ter all, could have television in his

home, but who could compete with

this kind of uniqueness?

"All the kids say you must be

kooks," Pete announced.

"They're not kooks, they're sad-

ists," Jim informed him. "Perry

Mason's on tonight. What'll I do?"

I went on dishing up potatoes.

"Isn't something going on at school

tonight? A dance or something?"

"Those dances are a big nothing,"

Jim growled. "You wouldn't catch

me dead at one of those things."

Pete sighed. "I guess I'll go over

to Bill's. They have two television

sets."

"You've been at Bill's every night

this week," I reminded him. Still I

was not too worried. That could not

last much longer, eventually people

object to full-time guests.

Vacation ended, school resumed,

and while the boys still grumbled

and glowered, things grew a little

easier during the week. But as each

weekend approached the struggle be-

gan again.

"What about tomorrow morning

—

the cartoon shows? What'll I do when
I wake up tomorrow?" Pete de-

manded.

"Read a book," I answered, "or go
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play ball with your friends . .
."

"Or help me clean up the base-

ment," his father offered.

"Gee, it'd be nice to have normal

parents," Jim said.

Time passed—Time the healer

—

and gradually certain things began to

happen.

"Can Bill sleep over tonight?" Pete

asked. We said he could. We our-

selves were going to an early movie,

but Jim would be at home to keep

an eye on them.

"Of course, there won't be any-

thing to do without TV," Pete said.

"Why not stay at Bill's, then?"

Because Bill's parents were going

out, too, Pete told us.

When we returned from the movie

a few hours later we heard the sound

of typing. It stopped as we let our-

selves in the door.

Two small boys shot out of the

den. "Hey Dad! Mom! Look!" They

handed us a dozen typed pages. The

typing had been done with difficulty,

spelling and syntax left much to be

desired, but nonetheless this was a

newspaper with news, feature stories,

a sports page, want ads, even a car-

toon.

"Did you do all this tonight?" my
husband asked respectfully.

"Well, we had to do something to

pass the time," Pete told us. "I did

the editorial. On page six. Look at

it."

"Why television is great for kids,"

the headline said. And Pete had made
a pretty good case. It hardly seemed
fair that in making it he had made
the best case of all for the other side,

too.

"By the way, where's Jim?"

"He took the radio up to his room.

He's listening to a story or some-

thing."

"Oh." My husband and I ex-

changed glances, and his right eyelid

came down slowly.

A few days later Jim began to give

Pete guitar lessons. Soon Pete was
proudly displaying the necessary cal-

louses on his fingertips. For his next

birthday, he announced, he wanted a

guitar of his own and a lesson from

Jim every day. But Jim was not quite

so available now because he was get-

ting together with his guitar-playing

friends.

The days passed.

I walked into the living room one

evening to find Pete lying on his

stomach on the floor, chin propped

in his hands, reading! At eight

o'clock! Prime time! Then came the

Friday when Jim went off to the first

of the dances he would not be caught

dead at. There was Pete's rediscovery

of a fossil collection begun the year

before. And Jim leafing through a

magazine we had subscribed to for

years. "Say, this has some pretty good
articles. I never really bothered to

look at it before."

Something else. Homework was

not hurried through in order to switch

on TV, and report cards showed it.

Throughout the house the at-

mosphere improved, but this is not

the end. Finally it was my husband

who suggested that we make the

ultimate test. "Let's find out if we
can own TV and not have it own
us."

There are certain advantages to

television, and we know them very

well. The passive aspect of viewing

is made to order for someone who
is sick in bed. We were finding it dif-

ficult to obtain a sitter when we did

not have television. And most of all,

while the networks serve up large

helpings of mediocrity and worse,

there are, here and there, programs

we do not want to miss—certain
types of news coverage, sports events,

plays. And, of course, there are the

excellent offerings of educational

television.

So finally, and not without misgiv-

ings, we had the set repaired.

"I'll put it in a box," I vowed, "un-

der lock and key, and only take it

out for special occasions." But days

went by, even weeks, when the set

did not get switched on at all. Now
the boys were too busy with other

things. They did not give up TV for-

ever, but they were discriminating

about what they wanted to see.

What's the moral? Not that your

children will turn into models of per-

fection if you get rid of your set. But

without its sapping of initiative, cer-

tain aspects of their personalities and

their abilities will develop more fully.

Don't take a hammer to your set, but

the next time it breaks down you
might try leaving it like that for a

while.

Anyways,
she said to me,

you aren't anybody
to speak of,

just a speck of life,

if you call it that.

if I were to ask you,

do you understand?

and if you were to say no,

nothing would be lost

for your understanding

is no understanding at all.

that's what she said to me.

and besides, she said again,

even if I were to ask you,

do you care?

and if you were to say yes,

it would not matter

for all your caring

would not bring any peace

in any soul,

she said.

and I answered her,

if I were to ask you,

do you love me

—

what would you say?

and she said

no,

and I said

all the understanding

and caring

is important,

but without love

it is lost

and she said

so,

and I said

I love you,

and she cried.

—Krys L. Holmes
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271-6600

NILES BY OWNER
3 bedrm. Brick Bl LEVEL. Central
Aij* cond. Lge d nrm "L". 2 cer tile

baths. Par d fam rm
$39,500 YO 5-4483

GOLF MILL AREA
l/LTRA DELUXE 7 1

/, RM TOWN-
HOUSE. 3 lge bedrm*. 2'/, baths
(Master bedrm has bath). Luxurious
rev/ ca r p e t i n g thruout including
bedrms. Raised oDen Hearth frplc in

'ivrm. Beout finished Donld fom rm.
Lqe utility rm w/washer & drver.
Custom decorator drapes. Central air

condg. Lge kitch w/ample cabinets &
Dantry. Compietey decprd. Must see

to opprec. Avail immed.
$31,950. ASK FOR MR. JAFFEE

966-3361 OR 539-9333

i SKOKIE — "So Pleasing"
; "Something Special" $36,500
! CENT AIR COND BRICK RANCH

2 lge bedrm, double plumbing. Lovely
j ponel rec rm. sep dining rm. Birch

cab/ceramic kitch w/deU appls. 2'A
i car garage. Carpeting, dropes. fenced

! yard.

KRUGER

M-tjr-M
4023 Church Skokie No. 220

675-8900

MORTON GROVE EAST
CUSTOM 7 RM. RANCH

Builder's own, has everything.
Very Sharp—Must See
Must sell immediately

SECURITY
HOME REALTY
4016 CHURCH

OR 5-5100

NO. 160

14457 Oakton
-776-3700

Skokie
S-260

iKOKIE — 4 BEDRM BRICK CAPE
Cod Family rm, fireplace. Attached
garage. $42,500. OR S 2120

iKOKIE
3 BEDRM. BRICK RANCH
2 baths, Fin family rm & bar. Move
in co-idttion, priced to sell, in 30*s.

J. ELROD & CO.
271-6600

NILES 1st OFFER!
YOUR RANCH' $28,750

Ful! bsmt. PLUS garage and 45' lot

en choice side street.

BEST BUY OFFERED TODAY!

M-G-M
4023 Church Skokie No. 231

675-8900

Des Plaines Golf Mill

NEWLY WEDS!

!

The most for your money is in this

Extra Sharp DUPLEX with attached
gorcge.

Owne.-' ready for fast deal.

Relocating

SECURITY
HOME REALTY
4016 CHURCH

OR 5-5100

NO. 158

LINCOLNWOOD
NEW LISTING

Deluxe 3 Bdrm. Tri-Leve
Rec rm, 22x24 nat'l fireplace
att gar Many extras. Upper 50

KLINE-HERMAN
BR 4-8528 SH 3-135

NILES. BY OWNER
6 rm, 3 bedrm Brick SEMI-RANCH
Full bsmt side drive. 2 car oar
Automatic heat. Central air cond.
w/wail crptg. Modern cab kitchen,
tile both. Call YO 6-8522 aft 4 cm &
oil day wkend.

IAPM 1-261

MORTON GROVE
1ST OFFER

Morfonaire Bi-Level
3 bedrms. Attach aar. Air cond. G.or*
geou* antique white & aold kitchen
w/built in ronge. Antico foyer. White
n;h fam rm. 4 yrs new.

Martin/Marbry
4632 CHURCH L17 OR 7-1200

MORTON GROVE 1ST OFFER
3 BEDROOM RANCH LOW $30's
ATTACHED GARAGE. 50' SITE

Huge finished family room w/bor. All

Brick Beauty with every extra you
wont!

M-G-M
4023 Church Skokie No. 229

675-8900

Lincolnwood "New Arrival"
3 bedrm. BiLevel Townhouse

15' bedrms. Private parking.
Ultra mo

All beaut.

$31,900. SEE

'nvate parking,
modern. ^p
it. Extras.^F

IE TODAY!

BLUMENTHAL
3926 W. Touhy 676-0500

SKOKIE CHOICE
1ST OFF.ER R/

82' SITE ON CHOIC6
2'A car attache/
plumbing on rr

Family Room wi

Wioe.uxt cup s -

greut BR s w/giant
boths. B e o u t ; f u

yard Sheer beauty 1

.o ecting 3teu j

closets -I- 2 full

sodded lawns &

KRUGER
4457 Oakton
676-3700

Skokie
S-263

EVANSTON MID 20'S

3 Bedrm. Townhome
\Vz BATHS Am COND.
Family rm Located in too orea nr
schools & bus. Lovely family styled

kitchen. See today.

Martin/Marbry
2716 TOUHY AM 2-5043

JVONSHIRE
fCH $40's
ISIDE STREET |

garage. Double
floor. Panelled
HURRY!

No. 228

AIRE
All you need is a do^^^payment to

move into o 'Perfect F ush

7 rm. Bl-Level
with garage & everything S40's.-

SECURIT^
HOME REALTY OR 5-510<J

4016 CHURCH NO. 156

GLENVIEW—$5,000 DOWN
Buys "Charming" Ranch!

Wilmette schools! Full bsmt.!

"Lush" site! A "real" buy!
Hurry!

m-g-m-tt*
Church Skokie

•75-8900

No. 226

SKOKIE— CLOSE IN
JUST LISTED''

;6 rm., Vh bath "Up" ranch!
Cent Air-condl Sharp "decorator''

! kitchenl A "host" of extras. Incl

Luxurious "6 month old" carpetinol
Shorp! Only asking near Mid$30'sl

I M-G-M
1 4023 Church Skokie
i 675-8900

No. 227

okie. 1st time tod

,ut Sharp 5% rrn^ran
rm. Air cond Go roue

tros^B'g rrn^^^closets galore.

"Immaculate" and "Pretty"
Priced to sell $33,900.

BLUME
3926 W. Touhy

SKOKIE—
:UTL| flf^^pEDROOM

Skokie 's D:

3 BDRM, 2 BATH
Richly paneled family
air-conditioned & "rea
"Fabulous" buy! Just

M-G-
4023 Church Skokie

675-8900

DES PLAINES SEE TODAY
3 Bedrm. Duplex

AIR COND. $31,900
Cormorlobie 18 main fir family rm.
Birch culj kitchen with built in

ra- SB Bit in 1962 Reasonable laxes.

Sep dm rm. Mony extras.

Martin/Marbry
PLEASANT ISLAND

Large Cape Cod, 1 acre lot,

tall trees, meadow; living

room with fireplace, separate

dining room, 3 bedrooms, 1 Vi

baths. Beautiful area, near
schools, worship, shopping,
transportation. Wonderful
neighbors. Asking $25,000.

MARTOG
REALTY

1U LW Vwt-1—J.I. L

4457 Oakton
676-3700

Skokie

S-259

SKOKIE 8 APTS.
YOUR BEST BUY

3-4'/, "S, 3-4S-. 2-3S.
2 bedrm. 9 yrs old. gar. cent air

]

cond. $16,500 inc. Asking only $139,
500

LEON & ASSOC.
6331 N. CALIFORNIA 262 0300

55 APTS. 3 BUILDINGS
5 YEARS OLD NORTHWEST SUB
URBS. Tile kitchens and boths. In

come over $100,000 Mostly furnished
Will sell individually with $35,000
down or trade

B. FRIEND REALTORS
774-2500

EVANSTON
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
NEWER 2 FLAT—2 BEDRMS EACH
Cabinet kitchen, tile boths. 2 gas
heating units, 2 car garoge. Want
offer.

B. FRIEND REALTORS
774-2500

MORTON GROVE—"SHARP'
3 BDRM "JUMBO BI-LEVEl

Richly paneled family r,oom! "Glis-
tening ceramic baths! Carport'
"Lush" 75' site 1 Price "slashed!"
Now only negr mid-$30s! Hurryl

^M-G-M
4023 Church Skokie

675^900
SKOKIE. BY OWNER. 6 Rm B
Ranch. Exc cond. 3 bdrms, l'A

Central air cond Evonston schl
Shown Sunday by aODf. 40 s 677-9

IA~

SKOKIE, 7500 N.-3900 W.
NEWER 2-5'S. POSSESSION 1 APT.]

hliie kitchens, ond baths. 2 aos hect-
|

^^^units. Rec room, extras. About i

*8° FRIEND REALTORS
Vk. 774-2500

SKOKIE LINCOLNWOOD
^BIG

"LUXWY HOMES"
From S60.000 to $100,000

SECURITY
OR 5-5100

NO. 159

HOME REr
4016 CHUR(

Skokie's«>ist. "68"!
'

' Ultra
'

' m bath ranch

!

HURR^JftEE TODAYI
O v e r s i z Jl ottached garaqe 1 A
gem! Utterl^'fantostic ' buyi $32,500!

-G-M
Church Skokie No. 217

675-8900

OOK— ' PLUS
M Bl

atke-e
bath^H All "iur-bo

"

AflfcaOT sharp family
r near mid-$40>! A
! Better hurry!

4023 Church Skokie
6754100

No. 218

MORTON GROVE—"PLUSH"
6 rm, 1% bath "up" ranch
WITH 2'A CAR ATT GARAGE!

Main floor fomily room! fireplace!

Huge" 18 kitchen-break room! Dish
4 displ 2 ton air-corvd! "Lush" 83'

sitel A "buyl" $30 si

M-G-M
4023 Church Skokie

675-8900

No. 223

kle

5-8900

ELDORADO ESTATES
Desirable location Custom
built Brick Ranch with 3

large bedrms. 1st fir. panl'd

family rm. Livrm. with fire-

place. Spac. kitch. with built

ins. Beautifully panl'd rec.

rm. with fireplace & gorgeous
wet bar. Oversize 3 car ga-

rage. Low $60's.

KOENIG & STREY
PA 9 0330 GLENVIEW
CR 2 0330 NORTHBROOK
AL 1-033C WILMETTE
Wl 5-8200 DEERFIELD

WEST WILMETTE

SHARP BI-LEVEL
bedrooms—2 full baths—home is in

cond. Owner must sell r.ow. don't
', coll now. Asking $46,900

Solomon & L^^^g«5§^2717
s rkPbrick RmicH.
JT AIR CONDITIONED.
Trapes. iys car

MID 30S. BY
(APJ 1-211

IGHTS — BY OWNER.
|

l'/a both, 2 car garage, i

]

lot. low taxes. Mony extros.
j

Call 867-8528 I I

(APJ 1/211 I

j

School Dist. 68
j

i

Move right in ond enjoy this cozy
1 I

Colonial Split Level. 3 lge bedrms. I

1'A baths. Beaut paneled torn rm '

Low taxes Priced right ot S36 500

HOMEFINDERS
RTHBROOK HIGHLAND PARK I

72- 1774 433-433 I

MORTON GROVE RANCH
with 3 or 4 Bedrooms

!

full bath plus 2 Powder !

rnw* Ample closet space. De-

,

lightful patio off Ivg-din'g
j

area. Full bsmt. with rec. rm.].
An UNUSUAL HOME in a I

fine area. Priced in low $40's.

PERFECTION
is the word for this quality

\
I

constructed bi-level. All spa- rj

cious rooms, paneled family
room, large eating area in

kitchen, workshop in garage,
Rusco windows throughout.

PRICED IN LOW $40'S

KOENIG & STREY
PA 9-0330 GLENVIEW



By Margaret Longenecker Been

WE WERE offering our home
for sale. Framed in trees on an

acre lot, the attractive Cape

Cod house was one of 28 homes

valued in the vicinity of $25,000, in a

subdivision with a rural flavor. One
door led out into a farmer's meadow.

Our road ran up and down and

around in an artistic curve that paid

tribute to a creative developer. No
two homes in the neighborhood

were alike.

I shall never forget that muggy July

night when the episode began. My
husband was seriously ill at a hospi-

tal in the city which our suburb

fringed. I had spent a steamy after-

noon with the children at a park so

that our real-estate agent could stage

an "open house." The children and

I had eaten supper at the home of

friends and returned home later in

the evening.

I could not sleep. The heat and

humidity were impossible. The only

refreshment to my senses was the

sound of neighbors gathering at a

backyard pool across the street. I

recognized their voices.

Attempting to cool off, I perched

on the end of the bed and gazed out

the window at the peaceful neigh-

borhood. We had enjoyed living

here. Because of its self-contained

isolation from the rest of the commu-
nity, I had often compared the sub-

division to a little island, a pleasant

island sparked with an atmosphere of

friendliness between families, many
of whom knew each other quite well.

The telephone jarred me. It was
the real-estate agent.

"I suppose you've been plagued

with phone calls," she said.

"Why?" I replied, puzzled.

The real-estate woman continued,

"A Negro couple—two schoolteach-

ers from the city—went through your

house today. They said that they are

going to make an offer. Several of

your neighbors have called me. They
are meeting somewhere tonight."

The voice I finally found said,

"They are meeting across the street."

"Well," said the agent bitterly,

"sleep well tonight."

An Interchurch Feature originated by
the United Church Herald. Used by per-

mission. —Your Editors

I have never been farther from

sleep. My heart pounded as I under-

stood the meaning of the voices.

What if the Negro couple would

actually make an offer? That night I

could find but one answer, and I

knew my husband's answer would be

the same. I would, be agitated, I

might try to dream up alternatives,

but the right answer would be ines-

capable.

During the next two days—before

an offer from the Negro couple was

a fact—the quiet friendly subdivision

suffered a cataclysmic change, at-

taining a pitch that bordered on hys-

teria. There were night meetings

from which our "friends" went out

to ring doorbells to rally the opposi-

tion and to raise money for matching

any offer from the Negro couple.

One morning after an especially

late backyard conclave I discovered

a nail pounded conspicuously into

one of my tires, which was hopelessly

flat. Another nail—in a board—was
poised and ready beneath the tire of

my father's car. He was visiting and

had parked his car in our drive.

My husband Joe gleaned the neigh-

borhood sentiment from his hospital

bed. As he was breakfasting the

morning of the flat tire, a neighbor

called him on his bedside phone and

tried to dissuade him from consider-

ing a possible Negro offer.

An offer was placed via the tele-

phone to our eight-year-old daughter

by another neighbor. "Tell your daddy
I'll give him $1,000 if he doesn't sell

to the black people."

The next day the Negro couple

offered the asking price for our

house. Shortly after the first offer had

been made, the real-estate agent

—

apparently ill at ease—presented us

with an offer from a white couple. It

was very slightly lower than the

other. We had 24 hours in which to

decide between the black and the

white.

My husband was still in the hospi-

tal and I was home wondering what

would happen next. It became evi-

dent that news of the two offers had

somehow leaked out to the neighbor-

hood. I was racked with phone calls

and visits. I was bombarded with

accusations such as, "You are only

thinking of yourselves." I answered

these accusations with a fury I

hadn't known I possessed.

Most painful was a call from a

good friend who couldn't understand

why I wanted to hurt her. She feared

for the safety of her children if

Negroes were to move into the

neighborhood. Sadly she exclaimed,

"We moved out here so we could

give our children a secure life." Over

and over I heard the refrain, "But

you are moving out. We would have

to live with the problem."

Then we met the Negro couple.

My husband arranged for the four

of us to meet in the hospital parlor.

Prior to accepting their offer (as we
knew we must), we wished to see

them and to talk to them, hoping—

I

think—to gain confidence in our de-

cision.

The couple was punctual. The hus-

band was quiet and serious, the wife

outgoing and confident. They were

about forty, childless, and seemingly

involved in their work—the teaching

of mentally retarded children. The

wife was also a social worker. They

wanted a home in a rural area where
they could enjoy a large yard and

garden. We talked frankly about the

neighborhood's reaction to the offer.

When the meeting ended I was

free of any trace of indecision. I

could never again fret over what had

happened to us and our neighbor-

hood relations in the past few days.

I had seen the bigger view. Exchang-

ing thoughts with individuals of an-

other color had shown me in a real

way what I had known only theoreti-

cally: that all people must be ac-

cepted as individuals—that they can-

not be stereotyped or judged by

actions of others in the group.

The next day my husband was re-

leased from the hospital with orders

to continue treatment and recuperate

at home. That afternoon we signed

the Negro couple's offer to purchase.

As we returned home we were

greeted by a neighbor screaming un-

reasonably at us. The consequences

of our action had begun.

In the days that followed I could

sense a general division of the neigh-

bors into three groups. There were

the outwardly hostile, consisting of

the four couples who had been in-

volved in the original instigation of
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panic. There were a few couples who
were extending friendship and would

continue to do so throughout the

entire ordeal. If they were not happy

with our decision, at least they under-

stood it. And there was the majority

who at this point comprised a silent

sullen cloud. I heard nothing from

them.

From the neighbors with whom
we were still communicating I

learned of the rumors that were cir-

culating: ridiculous rumors such as

the story that Joe and I were mem-
bers of a secret subversive society,

and rumors that really hurt such as

the fabrication that we didn't like our

neighbors.

A discriminatory petition— illegal

of course—made the rounds of the

neighborhood. A friend showed it to

me. It contained the signatures of the

large majority of the neighborhood,

and it demanded that no property in

the subdivision could hereafter be

sold or rented without the approval

of more than 50 percent of the

homeowners there.

Hoping to temper the atmosphere,

I went to the editor of our small local

weekly newspaper. I suggested that

he write an editorial on general

questions of civil rights, touching on

freedom to live where one wants.

The editor said, "If someone
throws a brick through your window,
we will have a story. But otherwise I

cannot involve myself." His photog-

rapher had taken a picture of our

house, he explained, and the staff of

the paper was waiting for "action." I

pleaded that a little educated opinion

in the form of an editorial might calm

people down and prevent action, but

the editor simply shook his head.

One source of real encouragement

was the minister of our church. I

supplied him with a list of churches

and pastors represented in our neigh-

borhood, and he agreed to contact as

many of the clergymen as possible.

We hoped that frightened neighbors

would gain insight from their

churches.

Our children reacted with amazing

maturity to what was going on. We
took time to relate the sorry history

of the Negro in the United States,

discussed the civil-rights movement,
tried to describe a ghetto. The chil-

dren were interested in this real is-

sue, and they were proud of us.

Finally, the pranks began. Late one

night our doorbell rang. There in the

darkness stood a delivery boy with

a hot pizza. My husband was wary.

"It's a prank," he explained to the

delivery boy, and he refused the

The Favor

ONE DAY in a supermarket

check-out line I sensed that

the person behind me was
restless, and turned to look at her.

She was tiny and old.

"I wonder," she said, "if you
would mind letting me go ahead of

you. You see, I have to go to a

funeral this afternoon."

I assured her I wouldn't mind at

all, and we traded places, transferring

our few items from one cart to the

other.

The cashier totaled the elderly

woman's purchases quickly. Mean-
while, she had not thought to re-

move her small purse from her hand-

bag. It took a bit of time to get it

out and to extract the coins she

wanted.

Her delay did not disturb the

young man at the cash register. He
looked into her eyes and smiled as

she handed him the money. Then

he put the paper bag containing her

groceries carefully into her hands.

Thinking the young man might

have wondered why we changed

places, I told him that the little lady

was in a hurry because she was going

to a funeral. Instead of commending
me, he smiled warmly at me as he

had at her and said:

"It's nice, isn't it, when someone
gives you a chance to do a favor?"

Of course it is, but I had never-

realized it so clearly before. The

young man had turned what might

have been a commonplace, soon-for-

gotten incident into a lovely, unfor-

gettable experience.
—Amy Chambliss

pizza. Until 2 a.m. we were assaulted

by delivery boys with aromatic pizzas.

That was only the beginning. In

the days following there were house

calls from pest-control companies

(one 75 miles away), deliveries from

department stores of goods we had

not ordered—from swivel chairs to

raincoats—a falsely advertised rum-

mage sale besieging us with phone
calls and buyers.

All this did not annoy us nearly

so much as it inconvenienced the

merchants involved. The final prank

was serious. We were billed for a

composite of $1,200 worth of stocks

which had been ordered from two

brokers by someone posing as Joe. In

one case the broker had completed

the purchase of the stock so that

when we showed the order had been

fraudulently placed, the broker was
responsible for either selling the

stock or personally making retribu-

tion for it to his company.

In the middle of these pranks we
received shocking news. The Negro

couple—because of an extremely

tight money market that season—was

unable to obtain financing to pur-

chase our home. The deal was off.

The quiet neighbors began to come
forth. They had become aware of the

pranks, and now they were hastening

to extend sympathy for what we had

been through.

A week later the original "second

offer" from the white couple was

renewed. We accepted, financing

was obtained, the deal was closed,

and we moved.

What did we learn from this ex-

perience of accepting a Negro cou-

ple's offer on our home? We learned

much about unreasoning emotions,

about prejudice and fear. We learned

painfully that there is no perma-

nently quiet spot walled off from the

cares and conflicts of society. We
learned that change is reality—and

reality is change. We learned more
urgently than ever before how pre-

cious are values that do not change:

our family, our real friends, our faith

—with all its implications and re-

sponsibilities.
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OPEN PULPIT

Love Yourself First
By William E. Alberts

Pastor, Old West United Methodist Church
Boston, Massachusetts

[Jesus] said to him, "You shall love the Lord

your Cod with all your heart, and with all your soul,

and with all your mind. This is the great and first

commandment. And a second is like it, You shall

love your neighbor as yourself. On these two com-
mandments depend all the law and the prophets."

—Matthew 22:37-40

J

ESUS TELLS US in one sentence what it has taken psy-

chiatrists, philosophers, poets, and theologians ages

to discover: you shall 'ove your neighbor as yourself.

What this means is this: The more we are able to affirm

our own dignity and worth, the more we are able to

affirm the dignity and worth of other human beings. The
more we like ourselves, the less we have to force others

to be like us. The more we enjoy ourselves, the more we
will enjoy others who enjoy themselves.

The more comfortable we are with our own individ-

uality, the better prepared we are to affirm and protect

the right of others to be different. The more aware,

understanding, and forgiving we are of the tendencies

in ourselves that cause us guilt and grief, the more we
realize that different kinds of people are the same as we
are.

All of us have money-grabbing, violent, lazy, cliquish,

criminal, and defensive tendencies to one degree or an-

other, stemming from our need to be loved and to love.

But we also share with every human being an inherent

worth and a capacity to be beautiful and to beautify life.

"Love your neighbor as yourself" means respecting and

valuing the same humanity in every person that is in us.

In like manner, the reverse side of Jesus' words is true.

The more self-hatred we struggle with, the more we may
tend to fear and hate other persons. Often we despise

in others the tendencies which we deny in ourselves be-

cause we have been taught to despise them rather than to

accept and work them through.

The more inadequate we feel, the more we may insist

on our own way and the more we may rejoice in the

wrong of others. The more insecure we become, the

more our wish for others to be like us may prevent us

from affirming and enabling their right to be different.

The more unsure we are about who we are, the more

dogmatically sure we may become that others are dead
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wrong. In the extreme this can lead to a My Lai, a Kent

State, an Attica, a Jackson State, or a Southern University.

The more threatened we become, the more we may tend

to discriminate against rather than between persons of

another group.

The more undeserving we feel, the more undeserving

we may feel others are. The more our guilt leads us to

punish ourselves in various ways, the more we may be-

lieve punishment is the only key to solving the trouble-

making of other troubled people.

The more incomplete we feel, the more we may see

other persons as merely extensions of ourselves rather

than as expressions of themselves. The less self-esteem we
have, the more we may see ourselves in relation to others

as a matter of dichotomy rather than degree.

The more alienated we become from all that is within

ourselves, the more we prevent ourselves from embracing

the black person in us, the white person in us, the Jew in

us, the Christian in us, the Catholic in us, the Protestant

in us, the Communist in us, the capitalist in us, the us in

us.

Now let us carry the implications of self-love even

deeper to the matter of loving God. The extent to which

we love God with all our heart and soul and mind often

depends on the degree to which we love ourselves. How
we understand God is influenced by how well we have

been understood and, hence, how well we understand

and affirm ourselves.

A classic example is the belief that God will condemn

to eternal hell every person who does not believe in a

particular theory of Atonement—the substitutionary the-

ology. This theory holds that Christ intervened between

God and us by sacrificing himself on the cross for our

sins to appease the wrath of God. Why? Because we
are inherently evil and, therefore, have nothing good

going for us in God's eyes.

This theory springs from the idea that Adam and Eve

sinned in the Garden of Eden, plunging humankind into

a hole of depravity and damnation from which only

Christ's sacrificial atonement saves us.

If we regard everyone as born in sin and human nature

as filled with carnal knowledge only, one result is to give

people split personalities by dividing them in half. This

causes the alienating separation between the physical

and the spiritual, between the lower nature and the

higher nature, between eros and agape. Here fear of the

body and of sexuality have found their way into a the-

ology of self-hatred.

Funny thing, even today our children are restricted

from seeing films that picture how we are born but are

allowed to see all kinds of films that deal in horror,

brutality, and death. It seems we are more afraid of life

than we are of death.

I am not saying that a lack of self-love closes every

avenue to the loving "Hound of Heaven." No one is

about to set any limits on God's mysterious moves of

grace which can infuse even the most hopeless life with

self-love and love for neighbors of all kinds.

furthermore, degrees of self-contempt and related

feelings of inadequacy may limit one's understanding of

God's love. This process is seen in the parochial god who
plays favorites with his children. The ghetto god who

keeps his black and white children from each other. The

American god who is always on the right side. The cor-

poration god who puts church property before persons.

The inmate god who is imprisoned in fortresslike walls of

stone and cement and who cannot see out through the

stained-glass windows.

The reverse is also the case: the love of self is one
basic factor in the discovery of an ecumenical, interracial,

multisexual, universal God who points to human need as

the only thing that is sacred. A just God who not only

reveals that the sabbath was made for man but also that

laws are made for man and not man for laws. A God
of many names and disguises who permeates various

movements within and beyond church and temple that

seek to make life more livable and lovable for everyone.

A spontaneous God who interrupts our planned program-

ming and enables us to respond in various human ways

to the nowness of life. A loving God who freely and fully

forgives our worst and brings out the best in us. A bread-

of-life God who wants to treat us to dessert, too.

Loving ourselves helps prepare us to see the church as

the continuing incarnate body of the self-giving Christ.

Loving ourselves helps prepare us to embrace the cross

as a model of decision-making, risk-taking intervention

on behalf of health, healing, and reconciliation—a trinity

of love for all persons with no proselytizing strings at-

tached.

Love yourself first. That is easier said than done.

Repeatedly in counseling situations with persons of

Christian upbringing, I meet individuals who are unable

to really feel God's forgiveness and love for them. They

seem to understand intellectually but their low self-

esteem prevents them from feeling that God actually

does receive, forgive, and affirm their lives.

Saying and hearing the Word is not enough. It often

needs the flesh and blood of our concern for one an-

other. And that is what Christian community is all about

—where understanding overcomes guilt, where accept-

ance overcomes alienation, where compassion overcomes

contempt, where doing unto others overcomes doing

to others, where honesty overcomes keeping up a front,

where confrontation overcomes conformity to achieve

clarity, where love overcomes the brainwashing of past

mirrors into which we looked and heard the troubled

voices of others telling us how bad we were.

God does not write anyone off. God sees beauty where

we, in our periods of anxiety and defensiveness, may
only see ugliness in others and ourselves. But love flows

through persons from whom we least expect it at times

because of our inability to see people as they are and

what they can become.

Love means there is nothing in anyone else that is

foreign to God. The God of life who loves everyone with

his whole heart, soul and mind reveals where he is: "You

shall love your neighbor as yourself."
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Measuring Up to

the Golden Rule
By FRANCES FOWLER ALLEN

B'
ETTY, what's this mess?"

The little girl looked up at

her mother from the floor

where she sat in the midst of dis-

carded, broken playthings.

"I'm doing the Golden Rule,

Mama. Our church-school teacher

wants us to bring things for poor

little children. So I'm going to give

those poor little children every single

old thing I don't want!"

The Golden Rule! It's memorized
in church school. Statesmen and civic

leaders pay lip service to it. Some
people say it is their whole religion.

"So whatever you wish that men
would do to you, so do to them; for

this is the law and the prophets"

(Matthew 7:12).

It cost Joe Brown to give. "I never

knew until much later that Joe was

out of work for three months," his

minister said, "and all that time he

and his wife kept up their church

pledge. And it was a heavy pledge

for people in their circumstances.

Even when things were better, it

wasn't Joe who told me what it cost

to keep up his giving."

"Nonsense, Mother! It's all your

imagination that you're scared of

mountan driving!"

It was the mother's first visit to

her schoolteacher-daughter's new
home in the West. "I've planned a

picnic up Old Baldy," her daughter

said. "We'll take back roads where

we won't see the tourists. If it clears

off, it will be a wonderful night to

see the moon rise." So the mother,

from the prairies, with her heart try-

ing to tell her daughter she did not

like high altitudes, was driven up

around hairpin turns and switchbacks

on sliding gravel to a favorite picnic

spot. There she was offered picnic

food she scarcely could swallow be-

cause of the sickening realization that

now they were up Old Baldy they

somehow had to get down, after

they saw the moon rise— if those

clouds cleared up.

"Poor Mother," the daughter said

later. "I tried my best to show her

a good time. It was a strain, but if

we can't gives others a little happi-

ness, why are we here!" She simply

had not been sensitive enough to

realize that her definition of a good
time was not the same as her

mother's.

Mistaken unselfishness often pre-

vents us from considering other peo-

ple's likes and dislikes when we try

to do for them what we would have

them do for us.

An old couple, wed more than 50

years, were talking tenderly as the

husband lay ill. "Emmy," he said,

"I've tried to be an unselfish hus-

band. All our married life I've eaten

the dark meat of the chicken so you

could have the white."

"Oh, John," his Emmy murmured,

"and I do so like the dark meat best."

"But I don't want Mrs. Jenkins to

read out loud to me every Wednes-
day," Grandma protested pitifully

when her eyesight failed. "Her voice

goes right through my head. Can't I

just get along with my radio and

those wonderful talking books from

the state library?"

Some people practice the Golden
Rule with grace, flair, and imagina

tion. I know a well-to-do couple who
gave a trip abroad to friends who
never had expected to see paintings

and cathedrals they had dreamed of

all their lives. The gift was offered

with such tact and love that sensitive

people found themselves accepting.

More often the Golden Rule is

practiced in small things. I have

another friend who is always there

to care for the children when a

neighbor falls ill. The man next door

helps my husband and me leave on

our vacation with an easy mind be-

cause he checks our house every day

to see that all is well.

Another friend always has the

ingredients for a delicious casserole

on hand. It is her specialty, and

whenever she hears of a crisis in a

family, she hastens to make this cas-

serole, delivers it to the back door,

and leaves at once.

If we keep the Golden Rule in this

spirit, we are shaping our lives to

the pattern that Jesus gave us in

the Sermon on the Mount when he

told of the master saying to servants

who used their talents creatively:

"Well done, good and faithful ser-

vant; you have been faithful over a

little, I will set you over much; enter

into the joy of your master."
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Junior High UMYF:

A Counselor's

View
By Linda Honea

THE PREACHER
The preacher came to call on us,

A wrinkle on his brow.

"The youth director quit," he said,

"The counselors, too. Even the kids are dropping out now."

We listened with concern.

"The hardest part for me," he said,

"Is finding counselors for the junior highs."

(Those problem-puzzles at that in-between age

With energy quotients a mile high!)

We looked at each other and blinked.

"I noticed you two need a job in the church," he said

With conviction, mentioning our relative youth, our

lack of children,

and such.

"It'll take patience and time, and faith and love," he said,

"And the Lord will add his own touch."

We swallowed.

And asked how many.

"Oh, eight or ten," was the reply.

That was the number to expect in the group.

"All seventh and eighth-graders," he said,

"They and the two of you should make a fine troop."

We agreed . . . tentatively.

"We'll start out with a hamburger fry at the house," he said.

Good. We could meet our eight or ten and take it from there.

We arrived, cupcakes in hand, smiles carefully spread

over our faces:

"Good news!" he beamed through the screen. "There are

30 or so waiting to meet you in here!"

We stumbled on the doorstep.
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FIRST ENCOUNTER
Thirty or so delightfully busy, working the backyard alive.

Some said, "Hi!" Some grinned. Others flushed and tried not to

look at us. One fellow studied his toes.

The ball game soon resumed with us in the thick of the play.

Kickball. We'd forgotten what fun it could be

—

How it smarts when they throw you out. How they shout

when you come home free.

Shortly the ball game disintegrated in favor of burgers.

Homerun go-get-em converting easily into appetite

momentum.
We ate and laughed and talked through the meal, and on to

the church

Where we put away play—or tried to anyway—as we encircled

the worship center

For devotions.

CHRISTMAS PARTY
We gave them a Christmas party

—

To them

From us.

We wanted to do something especially to say, "We love you."

We were like kids ourselves,

Buying supplies, baking cookies, making up games,

And laughing a lot.

It was like having a party planning the party.

That night they loaded our backs with ice as we all made
ice cream together.

Each one of the games was played to the tune of

"Do we hafta?"

Ping Pong balls were served onto our heads, and the cookies

were "good as leather."

All our jokes got was silence or groans. But when we got

serious—laughter!

But as they left, they said offhandedly:

"Thanks for the cool party.

When can we have the next one?"

To us

From them

—

Happy Christmas!
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RETREAT
In the Army the rallying cry

Is "Charge!"

But the cry must be "Retreat!"

For junior highs whose spiritual batteries are half dead.

We fed spaghetti to all who would eat

To raise the money to go.

And for a weekend in February we went

For fellowship in the snow.

Snow play, Bible study, and prayer,

Rustic cabins minus heat;

Campfires, production studios, and bedtime groups,

And all we could eat—that was our retreat.

We kept everybody busy every minute from breakfast

Come-and-get-it wrangle-jangle to evening taps.

But those kids had a ball game going back at the church,

As we crept home and collapsed!

REACHING OUT
Softly she came . . . hesitant in her boldness.

Gently she touched my shoulder and looked

Into my eyes, searching for her heart's demand.

"Tell me," she whispered, "what God is to you."

drew her down beside me and hugged her close

While she groped for the words that came at last:

"Share with me the Christ that lives in you

"And . . . and," brokenly, "show me how to find him too.

My soul trembled and in the silence I prayed,

"Lord, speak through me . .
."



COLLAGES
A neat idea, we thought, would be to make collages,

Those wonderful use-everything-you-can-get-your-hands-on

hodgepodges,

In a gallant effort to ferret out

Things our group likes, dislikes, and doesn't know about.

Everything was ready when they came

—

Paints, crayons, glue,

Piles of newspapers and old magazines,

Markers, colored paper, scissors, too.

Snip, rip, stick—peppered through their animated

conversation.

But soon hidden laughs and secret whispers began to launch

their own creation

As our pubescent lads

Proceeded to go wild over girdle ads!

ONE STEP FORWARD, TWO STEPS BACK
They invited us to their graduation.

So we came . . . dressed in our best, camera in hand . . .

And settled ourselves in the stands.

The class marched onto the field and sat down en masse,

Quietly, sobered by thoughtful speeches,

And then went up individually to give a handshake and get

A piece of paper. One step forward.

Their diplomas, symbols of completion,

Were also promises of things to come:
High school. Greater maturity. Greater knowledge. A greater

role in life.

For them one step forward.

Greater chaos for us

As we welcome the sixth grade in,

Take a breath and start all over again.

Two steps back. D
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Letters

'IT'S TIME WE
CHRISTIANS GOT TOGETHER'

I have just read Martha A.

Lane's report on the Good News
Convocation in the December, 1972,

issue [page 13].

I find myself both shocked and
confused. I do not feel that the

criticisms leveled at the United

Methodist Board of Global Ministries

are justified. I speak with some
authority, having served for 1 1 years

with the former Board of Missions

and consider myself evangelical.

I have yet to meet a Christian

who puts his faith into action

more than a good many of those on

the staff of our missions board.

It is time that the Good News
people really heard Jesus and John

Wesley, the founder of this

great church.

It seems such a tragedy that

faced with all the millions who
need to know and serve Christ

that those who call themselves

"charismatic" become our judges.

"United we stand; divided we
fall," and believe me, Christians,

it's time we got together.

MARY O. McADEN
RoanoJce, Va.

CHURCH NEVER WAS
SILENT ON ISSUES

In his letter in Together's

October, 1972, issue [page 52]

J. Forrest Collins asks, "Why can't

the church get back to being a

church and 'render unto God the

things that are God's'?"

The viewpoint of this letter

reminds me of another which was
once written to Bishop Gerald
Kennedy because of his position

opposing the Viet Nam war. The

letter writer urged the bishop to

"stick to religion" and yearned for

Send your letters to

TOGETHER
1661 N. Northwest Highway

Park Ridge, III. 60068

the good old days when the church

didn't enter politics and its

spokesmen refrained from public

statements on political matters.

Bishop Kennedy kindly reminded
his critic of the 1868 General
Conference of the Methodist

Episcopal Church when a full hour

was spent praying for the success

of the recall movement against

President Andrew Johnson. Bishop

Kennedy pointed out that churchmen
have always spoken out on
contemporary issues.

While Mr. Collins has every

right to disagree with the position

or decisions of church leaders or

church councils, he is not on solid

ground if he thinks there were some
prior days when the church was
silent on issues of the day.

I am grateful to be part of a

church that feels a deep sense

of need regarding involvement in

daily life. Awake, "tired and
confused Methodists," and rejoice

in the involvement of the church in

all of life!

TED K. SMITH, Pastor

Honokaa United Methodist Church

Honokaa, Hawaii

HOMOSEXUALITY A SIN OF
EQUAL DEGREE WITH ADULTERY

I have read Roy E. Teele's

comments in Say It! [November,

1972, page 19] and agree that

we need to restudy our Bibles.

When we do, we will discover that

the practice of homosexuality has

always been considered a sin of

at least equal degree with the

sin of adultery. Both Old and New
Testaments make this clear.

The Jewish law was clear in its

denunciation of both. Even though

there is no record of Jesus saying

anything about the practice of

homosexuality, we can assume
from his very silence on the subject

that he felt as strongly about it as

he did about adultery and killing

and the other commandments.
Those who think the church

should treat the homosexual as a

normal human being and those who
want the church to accept the

practice of homosexuality as normal

human behavior argue that Jesus

did not condemn the woman caught

in the act of adultery and that

he received and forgave the sinful

woman at the well at Sychar.

This is true, and the doors of

the church should be as open to

homosexuals as they are to any
other group of sinners. The true

church is the fellowship of sinners

who are on the road to becoming
saints. What we often forget

is that after receiving and forgiving

sinners, Jesus always exhorted them:

"Go and do not sin again."
Where the church has failed in

its responsibility is this: We
have opened our doors to sinners,

but then we have too often

allowed the sinner to believe that

his sin is normal behavior. We
have not helped our members to see

how they are still living in sin

so that they may be led to

repentance and to the new life

that is possible through the power
of Jesus Christ.

JOHN F. REBSTOCK, Pastor

United Methodist Parish

Worthington, Minn

GOD STILL HELPS
DEFEAT EVIL SPIRITS

I don't understand Bishop

James S. Thomas's assertion that

evil spirits drive God out. [See
You Asked . . . , November, 1972,

page 40.] For thousands of us

suffering LSD damage and other

psychoses, wrestling visible evil

horrors can be an everyday
occurrence. The Lord has stayed

with me through experiences that,

without him, would have reduced
me to a whimpering animal. With

his help I have fought and defeated

monsters too hideous to describe.

I want everybody who is

plagued by evil spirits to know that

God will help, will stand by you

no matter how awful it gets. Jesus

cast out all sorts of evil spirits.

He still does. If he hadn't

intervened in my life, I'd be

huddled in a corner of an
institution. Instead, I'm a

happy and functioning person.

NAME WITHHELD BY EDITOR

AGE SEGREGATION
BREAKS COMMUNICATION

Professor James F. White, one
of the contributors to the

Powwow Should Worship Be a Family

Affair? [November, 1972, page
14], misses the boat when he

proposes a need for pluralism in our

worship services. Segregation is

segregation, whether by race or bv
age. Then he proceeds to cut off

the limb on which he is standing

by saying that family worship -J

is unnatural. The truly unnatural

way, I think, is our current

system of segregating our society

into age groups. This stratification

by age is the root to at least
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one of today's most agonizing

problems—the breakdown of

communication between age groups.

Professor White asks who
teaches preschoolers and teen-agers

in the same class. Through

necessity some small churches do
exactly that with sometimes

surprisingly good results, depending

on the ability and dedication of

the teacher. For some time I

have proposed that this system be

tried in larger churches. I

suppose that the sciences can be

better taught to age-level classes,

but in the church we are supposed

to be teaching people how to live

as children of God through the

brotherhood of Christ.

Professor White's pluralism in

worship is just one more split

in an already overdivided society.

FRED C. CHRISTIANSEN
Columbus, Kans.

CURRICULUM: TOO MUCH
FATHER THAN TOO LITTLE

A letter in your December, 1972,

ssue titled Curriculum Tried and
zound Wanting [page 40] stirred

jp my dander a little. I am a

jusy grain and hog farmer with 1 4

/ears of teaching experiences,

nostly with junior highs and young
jdults in two churches.

j I have used some of the United

/ethodist curriculum and find it

nteresting but hard to present

t

it times. It is written

or two-hour classes, but we do
veil to have 50 minutes of study,

use about half of two quarterlies

i year. My plan is to use one
esson theme for two or three weeks,

>ut one Sunday we get all the

'meat" (Scripture) and the next

wo we get the "soup." Those who
^ttend irregularly may miss the

icripture two or more months.

The kids asked for more Bible,

o I use the recorded Bible from

Vmerican Bible Society (New
estament on 15 records, $6.75,
10 minutes to a side at 16% rpm).

his is too long for their complete
ittention span, so I hand out

he quarterlies for them to

ead at random or the Accent on
'outh magazine. (These kids are

>sed to studying by radio or TV.)

<^=

We finish the class with questions

from the kids or discussion of

the lesson of their choice.

They say it's "real cool."

When using the curriculum I

often find it easier to start from

scratch than to rework someone
else's material, but I really like

the Scripture selections and add
much of my own research and
experiences to them.

ROBERT BISHOP
Nora Springs, Iowa

'TEENS' COLUMN MISSED

I would like to protest very

loudly the removal of the Teens

column from Together. I have two

teen-age daughters who were quite

disappointed when they found

"their" article gone. I always read

and enjoyed it, too. The new You
Asked . . . does not in any way
replace it.

MRS. LEE HILDEBRAND
Britt, Iowa

SCRAPBOOKS EXTEND
MAGAZINE'S REACH

Your fine magazine is a welcome
addition to our church library

(Aston United Methodist) 1 and is read

with pleasure by many members. I

work in the library, and one of my
happy tasks is the making of

scrapbooks of different kinds, using

material from your magazine so

that no issue is ever wasted. I use the

pictures, the magnificent covers, the

articles and sermons, the cartoons

and poetry—everything that I can.

We lend our scrapbooks to hospital

patients, invalids, children's groups,

and whoever else wishes to read

them. We also use pertinent articles

for discussion in our women's society

meetings. You see what an outreach

your magazine has?

My only disappointment is with the

people who write in to complain or

cancel their subscriptions because

they disagree or object to a certain

article or picture. Certainly as

Christians we want to be
open-minded and remember not

to judge others or condemn
them merely because they do not

think as we do!

MRS. NANCY M. LEAK
Silver Spring, Md.

NOVEMBER PICTURES 'WAY OUT'

I do not like the cover picture

on the November, 1972, issue. There

are many fine works of art that

could have been used. I also protest

the use of four pages for way-out

drawings that have no meaning.

[See The Seven Days of Creation,

pages 2-5.]

I am sure that you would find

many of your readers are older

people. Why do you continually

try to cater to way-out ideas?

PRESTON O. VanNESS
Camp Hill, Pa.

FEELINGS DO NOT VERIFY
THE GOSPEL'S GOOD NEWS

I share Margaret Haun's

exuberance over the certainty of

God in one's life. [See Is Anyone
There? November, 1972, page 17.]

But I'm troubled by the inference

that such confidence can be
based on emotional experience.

Human as we are, the temptation to

shift one's faith from "what God
says" to "how one feels" is almost

irresistible.

We like to be sure, but we need

to remember that our certainty is

in God's speaking to us "by a

Son" (Hebrews 1:2). His "presence"

is the good news of the gospel, not

something to be achieved through

speaking in tongues or something

to be verified by how I feel about it.

MERLE A. ZOOK, Pastor

Rockbrook United Methodist Church

Omaha, Nebr.

ILLUSTRATION CREDITS

Cover—Roy L. Smith • Pages 4-11-12—Toge
Fujihira • 31—Will Hampton • 40-41—Courtesy
of Iowa Wesleyan College • 44— Fred Cramer
. 49_Mrs. Alan Kremer • 14-15-20-21-23-24—
George P. Miller.
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Look What's Replaced
Chapel at Iowa Wesleyan

By MARTHA A. LANE
Associate Editor, Together

UNTIL ABOUT three years ago, Iowa Wesleyan Col-

lege in Mount Pleasant, Iowa, fit the stereotype of

a church-related college— it had required chapel

services and required religion courses. Now those are

gone, replaced by a new requirement which dramatically

demonstrates how much more "church related" can

mean.

Every student on this United Methodist-related campus

now must complete a responsible social-involvement

(RSI) project before graduation. Students may work across

the country in schools, hospitals, prisons, churches, wel-

fare agencies, or anywhere else they can serve society.

They earn six credit hours for their project, which in-

cludes a minimum of 200 hours in volunteer service.

Most of the projects are carried out in the school's five-

week "minimester" between Christmas vacation and the

start of the second semester. Projects are as varied as the

680 students' interests and imaginations.

Dave Sutton, 21, a physical education major, worked

at a hospital for mentally retarded and physically handi-

capped children. "I had thought once of working with

handicapped people," Dave says. "I thought RSI might

be a good opportunity to find out what it's all about.

"The hospital's physical education director helped me
work out what I would do. I've finished my volunteer

work—helping the kids go through their physical activities

for their class—and a preliminary report. Now I'm finish-

ing my final report, a summary of what I did and how
it's helped me. Then I present my report to a board of

four faculty members. It's graded on a pass or fail basis,

no other grades.

"RSI helped me decide what I want to do," Dave says.

"I'm going to become a physical therapist."

Angela Adams, who has studied Spanish since fifth

grade, chose to work in nearby Fort Madison's Planned

Parenthood office. Most of her work was with migrant

workers.

"How do you approach such an intimate subject as

birth control, and how do you approach Spanish-speak-

ing people?" Angela muses in retrospect. "I had to learn

a whole new vocabulary. It was very challenging."

There were moments of frustration, she recalls, when
people slammed doors in her face or refused to concede
that a population problem exists.

"And it's also frustrating to find that your capabilities

don't quite cover what you think they can," she con-

tinues. "I remember the first call I made. The man hap-

pened to be at home. I'd never even talked to a woman
about birth control, much less a man and a woman to-

gether. I was really frustrated when they started asking

me about vasectomies, which I wasn't prepared well

enough to discuss.

"I've learned about delivering birth-control services

and sex education," Angela says. "I've also learned a lot

about Chicano and Anglo prejudices and conflicts—cul-

tural problems, language barriers."

Illona Hill, a senior English major, was one of ten

black students who led a black-studies program for 108

rural Iowa children.

"We worked in a lily-white community," Illona ex-

plains. "Most of them had never even seen black people.

They were somewhat suspicious of us at first—and

curious, really curious.

"Each of us picked a topic to teach. Mine was con-

temporary black leaders. We used whatever means we
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thought best to get our topics across—role-playing, hav-

ing them look up things, music, literature—everything.

"It was an experience for me to go into an all-white

area because I came from an all-black high school. I

found there was a language difference, but basically it

was a pretty good project. It will help when I student-

teach this spring."

Other RSI projects have included: leading weekly rap

sessions in a state prison; working regular shifts with a

city police force; establishing 4-H clubs for mentally re-

tarded youth; working on Indian reservations; serving in

a United Methodist parish ministry; establishing a com-

munity library; and many, many more.

"As far as we know, Iowa Wesleyan is the only college

in the nation that makes social service a requirement for

graduation and gives college academic credit in turn for

this volunteerism," says Jerry Richards, RSI program di-

rector, who personally approves each project proposal

and listens to each final report.

"Time and time again I find that students really discover

themselves when they are put out into society on their

own," Mr. Richards reports. "They blossom, they mature,

Every Iowa Wesleyan College student must

complete a 200-hour social-service project before

graduation. Four representative projects are

pictured here. Clockwise, from left: Dave Sutton

encourages three handicapped boys during

muscle-strengthening exercises at a state hospital.

Todd Lange (with camera) and Mike Keefer film

job opportunities for high-school students.

Ellen Hutchcroft gives individual attention in a

special-education class. Fredric Rahn (second from right

above) and Robert Cox (far left) lead rap sessions

in a state penitentiary.

they find out that they can bring about change where

change is needed.

"In the second major year of this program, we found

that 60 percent of our students remained involved in their

service opportunities after they completed the RSI re-

quirements," Mr. Richards says. "Many students have

been totally won over to new points of view because of

their involvement in social needs."

The unique program's success is bringing in hundreds

of requests for student help from as many cities and

agencies, as well as thanks for help received.

"So many volunteers are on-again, off-again," says the

head of one school for severely retarded children. "These

students, however, are not only dependable but well edu-

cated and highly motivated. They have done a lot of

good for the children."
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Say It!

Our editors may or may not agree with opinions

expressed, but they believe in your right to Say It!

And that is what this new department is for.

Does an idea of yours need saying? Send it to Say It!

7667 N. Northwest Highway, Park Ridge, III. 60068

Maryland voted 'no' on a proposed

state scholarship program for

nonpublic-school students. The

effort to defeat the proposal was

helped by an editorial broadcast on

Baltimore's WBAL-TV, Channel 11.

The pressure is continuing in

many states, and I think readers

of Together would welcome such a

clear and basic statement. Here,

in part, is what the editorial said:

"TV-11 believes the voters

should reject the proposed state

scholarship program for nonpublic-

school students. . . .

"By keeping church and state

separate, certain freedoms are

guaranteed. The church is

protected from state domination,

and the state is protected from

church domination.

"At present, the state provides

a system of open, public education

for all children—rich or poor

—

regardless of religion.

"However, if a parent chooses to

send a child to a church-established

school, the state does not interfere.

It also recognizes the freedom

of choice. . . .

"A number of nonpublic schools

are not integrated, and there are

clear indications that many are

using them to dodge integrated

schooling for their children. The

public should not subsidize

this effort. . .
."

Robert E. Machin
Baltimore, Md.

In the November, 1972, issue of

Together Bishop James S. Thomas
answered the question, "Are families

reunited in heaven?" I recently

had an experience that touches on

this, and I would like to share it.

My husband died last August

and for about a month I felt such

ache and pain and loneliness that

I didn't know what to do except

pray. I had faith in Cod, and

I felt that time gradually would

ease the pain. I just prayed that

God would give the strength and

courage to carry on.

Then, only five weeks after the

funeral service, Cod granted me
a special blessing. My husband

came to me and told me that

everything was all right and that

I would never be lonely again

because he would always be with me.

From that time on I have had

this wonderful sense of his

presence, and all my ache and pain

and loneliness have left me. I

have been filled with such joy

words cannot describe it.

This could only be the work of

a loving God for no other power

could do so dramatic a deed. And
if God has granted me this blessing

here on earth, he surely will

continue it in heaven. What I only

believed in before, I now know,

and I thank God daily for granting

me this blessing.

Mrs. Charles M. Morris

Millbum, N.J.

Our task is to work for the

expression of God's reconciliation

here and now. We are not required

to wait for a distant "heaven"

where all problems will have been

6 Ulmto

"This may be my
last opportunity to write—

"

solved. What Christ has done,

he has done already.

We can accept his work or

reject it; we can hide from it or

seek to live by it. But we cannot

postpone it for it is already

achieved. And we cannot destroy

it for it is the work of the

eternal God.
Message to the South African People
Theological Commission
Council of African Churches

Accepted doctrine seems to insist

that employees hate work, hate

the boss, and have to be cuddled

and cajoled into punching a clock

because they would much rather

be down at the library improving

their minds or out on the beach

playing in the sand.

Ladies and gentlemen, despite

what you hear, most people enjoy

going to work in the morning.

Honest! They find their tasks

interesting—even challenging—their

fellow workers like-minded people

with whom they can share

occupational concerns. Many grow
to be their best friends. The

cadence of the job has a healthy

rhythm. Their rewards are tangible

and satisfying.

Robert F. Six

President and Chairman of the Board
Continental Airlines

From The Wall Street Journal

About 300 men of a certain fraternal

order are among several thousand

employees of an industrial firm

in our area. Three of the 300

have assumed responsibility for

creating a simple contact system

to assure some helpful practice

of friendship. Each has ten captains.

Each captain assumes responsibility

for friendly, helpful contacts

with nine of his brothers.

These men are members of about

a hundred different lodges. In

almost none of these lodges is

there any comparable provision for

some significant practice of

friendship for all members. Why?
Have we become so materialistic

that we are not willing to become
involved in some depth of

meaningful relationship with others

unless it is somehow related

to material gain?

These same men belong to many

different churches including most
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of the United Methodist churches

in our area. In none of these

churches is there any comparable

provision for the systematic

practice of love with respect to

all members. Isn't the time

long overdue when we should be

asking why and how and when?

John Wesley made provision for

such practice in the beginning of

Methodism. Each man was assigned

to a group of 12 which met on a

weekly basis in the home of one

of the members. Top priority

regarding this need is essential if

we are to correct the condition

of "unconcerned people and the

uncemented community" examined

by Peter J. Riga in Let's Give

Christmas Back to the Pagans

[December, 1972, page 6].

Earl W. Mutch
Chardon, Ohio

Why give space to such a message

as the one from Krister Stendahl

[5ay It!, December, 1972, page 19]

beginning with the words "Fear

i
is the root of evil"?

Don't you know that God is love

and "perfect love casts out fear"?

Fear is the fruit, not the root,

of evil. Our beloved but confused

nation is not free. We are

1 enslaved by a psychotic fear because

we do not obey God's laws of love

; which are the laws of life for nations

as well as for individuals. (Nations

I are just many individuals united

I

by geographic boundaries in

i this tiny part of God's solar

system which we call earth.) I

suggest you "say it" in the words
of Isaiah 58:6-14, Luke 14:12-14

and James 1 :22 for we have many
sick people reading Together who
may find healing.

Frances Hoffer

Millersville, Pa.

The church provides one of the

few communities of trust we can

depend upon. The need for that

trust today is high. Providing

this kind of center in the

community—one of mutual trust and
support in responsible community
action— is one of the church's

major functions in society.

Dr. Margaret Mead
from Colloquy Magazine

'Marjorie Holmes'

Dooks are for

e\ey woman,
everyday"
—Catherine Marshall

And every day, women everywhere

discover that Marjorie Holmes
expresses their own unspoken

thoughts and emotions. They turn

to I've Got to Talk to Some-
body, God . . . Who am I, God?
. . . and Love and Laughter for a

smile, for strength, and for the

impromptu inspiration that can

help any woman not only "get

through," but enjoy her daily life.

Now forteenage girls, Marprie Holmes'

new collection of "conversations with God'.!..

Miss Holmes turns her special

talents to expressing the often

tumultuous feelings of a teenage

girl — about the confusing

changes in her body and her

emotions, the struggles and

triumphs of school, the

strains of family life. All

of a young girl's feelings

are here to share with

God— when she feels

Nobody Else Will
Listen.

Nobody Else
Will Listen,

I've Got to Talk
to Somebody,
God,

Who am I, God
$3.95 each.

Love and
Laughter,
$4.95

•Idoubleday
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Kaleidoscope
Christian focus on the visions of reality and illu-

sion that come to us from books, music, broadcast-

ing, the theater, and other art forms.

"Look at us human beings! Look at what we can do.

We have minds like no other creatures. We can create.

For once, let's pay homage to this!"

Not once but three times in the last three years a

week-long, community-wide festival called Man Alive!

has involved people in Green Bay, Wis., in a celebration

of life that takes in all ages and all faiths.

Man Alive! originated in the First United Methodist

Church of Green Bay, and it takes place there; but it is

ecumenical from the makeup of its planning board to its

participants and the people who visit its exhibits and

attend its events.

The most recent Man Alive! festival, held late in 1972,

presented concerts ranging from Bach to folk music and

jazz; lectures and forums on politics and drug abuse; a

conference on the modern woman and her role in the

church; films on ecology and war that attempted to show
what man has done to his earth—and to himself; a mixed-

media experience; a feast; exhibits of crafts, photography,

and art; and demonstrations of such varied things as

Song from members of Holy Angels youth choir.

spinning, ballet, pottery making, preparing a Paschal meal,

and psychodrama.

Children could participate in a creative-arts workshop
or get an introduction to theater and opera. One art ex-

hibit featured the work of inmates of the Wisconsin

State Reformatory in Green Bay. Another was a collection

of original woodcuts by well-known artist Robert O.

Hodgell. Still another art exhibit presented the work of

area residents.

A "country store" sold home-baked goods, patchwork,

candles, Christmas decorations, and "next to new" items

and attic treasures.

A concert by the youth choir of Holy Angels Catholic

Church, Milwaukee, was the opening event. This choir

also sang at one of the two worship services held during

the celebration. At the other service, a liturgical dance

choir joined First Church's chancel choir in presenting a

cantata, The Word of Cod, by Berger.

The concept of Man Alive! came from Mrs. Stuart

Smith, who has been chairperson for the three festivals.

"As a member of the church, I felt we should offer the

community more than the annual smorgasbord dinner

served in the fall," she says. "I had a dream that First

United Methodist would provide a setting where church

and community could come together, share together

Man Alive!"

While the purpose of the festivals is to express man
the creator, participants are encouraged to dwell on other

aspects of Man Alive!—man searching for understanding

of himself and the world about him; man as craftsman

and collector; man who buys and sells but does not live

by bread alone, who expresses himself through music,

who celebrates his relationship to his Creator, acknowl-

edges his wrongdoing, seeks forgiveness, and praises God.

All this is broader than the usual church-arts festival.

May Man Alive! continue to inhabit Green Bay for a long,

long time!

Teleri/ion

If you've noticed it, you're right. Since the first of the

year, weekend television programs for children have had

fewer commercials. Nonprogram time on TV shows aired

for children between 7 a.m. and 2 p.m., EST, on Saturdays

and Sundays has been cut from 16 to 12 minutes an hour,

and the number of interruptions on these programs has

been cut in half.

Perhaps even more important, you won't find your

youngsters' favorite program hosts or cartoon characters

exhorting them to buy this or that toy or cereal. Nor are

these powerful opinion leaders for the younger set

allowed to endorse products as they lead into com-

mercials.

These improvements are the result of action by the



National Association of Broadcasters'

television code review board that

was ratified by the NAB board of

directors. CBS proposed them.

They are far short, however, of de-

mands that are being made by groups

of parents and educators across the

country. And they don't touch the

quality of program content.

At hearings held by the Federal

Communications Commission (FCC)

last October, ACT (Action for Chil-

dren's Television), a Boston area

group, called for the elimination of

all commercials from children's tele-

vision programs. ACT also asked that

hosts, performers, and cartoon char-

acters be restricted from appearing

in commercials aired in conjunction

with their programs. And, in an ef-

fort to get better program content,

ACT called for each station to devote

at least 14 hours a week to programs

designed for children and designated

as to their age appeal. The reasoning

behind this was that the drive toward
higher ratings and mass appeal needs
to be eliminated.

Children's television today is very,

very big business. A report filed by

an FCC consultant, Dr. Alan Pearce,

in 1972 pointed out that weekend
children's programming alone

brought the networks a gross of $74

million in 1970-71.

Don't let this intimidate you if you
don't like what your children are

seeing on television. Persuade them
to turn it off. If they persuade you
to let them leave it on, give them
some frank parental guidance on why
you don't like the program. Then
write to the sponsor, the network,

and your local station manager.

But there's a limit to what the best

letters will do if program ratings and
sales figures contradict them. If you
really object to a program, don't

buy what it's trying to sell you. No
matter how fiercely your youngsters

attack your obstinacy, don't buy.

And tell your retailer why you're not

buying. The whole object of adver-

tising is selling, and if a bad pro-

gram sells, it's going to stay on the

air. Advertisers are, quite simply,

afraid to experiment with success. But

if they call for better programming,
they can get it. Stereotypes to the

contrary, advertising and television

have plenty of talent, imagination,

even taste, and the desire to do
better. These just don't emerge fully

because the mediocre sells so well.

With the Dick Cavett Show on

ABC's late-night roster only one week
in four now, I expect to get more
sleep this year. It's the one show that

I'm confident will be saying some-

thing interesting—even when it has

unpromising guests. Dick Cavett is

a superb interviewer.

I'll miss Bonanza, too, even though

there are far too many Westerns on

TV. But I have to confess that I was

one of the viewers who deserted it

for Maude (CBS, Tuesdays, 8 p.m.,

EST).

Working for a television station

isn't so different from working on a

magazine, or for a public-relations

firm as I did once, and the Mary

Tyler Moore Show (CBS, Saturdays,

9 p.m., EST) is something I never like

to miss. It's not just funny, it's a true

reflection of relationships between

men and women who work closely

together.

Following Mary and her friends on

the same network is the Bob New-
hart Show. I watch it because I've

always liked Bob Newhart's mono-

logues, but I don't think he needs a

situation comedy. He's better with a

bare stage and a spotlight.

Then, this season gives us a mar-

velous chance to get caught up on

movies. The success of motion pic-

tures on all three networks says

something about the appeal of made-

for-theater films versus television

shows. No television screen can equal

the effect of a wide screen in a

darkened movie theater, though. Even

with popcorn, the total absorption

just isn't there.

Among the specials that will be

on television in the weeks after you

get this issue of Together are:

Jan. 14, 7:30-9 p.m. EST on CBS-
Voyage of the YES. Two young men in

their teens sail from Los Angeles to

Hawaii. This adventure tale deals with

their relationship as well as their experi-

ences.

Jan. 16, 10-11 p.m., EST on NBC—The
Forbidden City. News special filmed in-

side the People's Republic of China.

Jan. 17, 8-9 p.m., EST on CBS—Strange
Creatures of the Night. National Geo-
graphic Society special on night animals.

Jan. 20, 10-11 p.m., EST on ABC—
Three Remarkable Women. Jack Paar

visits and interviews musical-comedy

star Mary Martin at her plantation in

Brazil; animal-behavior expert Jane

Coodall at her home in Africa; and
Ethel Kennedy at her homes in Hickory

Hill, Va., and Hyannis Port, Mass.

Ian. 23, 8-9 p.m., EST on NBC—The

CASSETTE TAPES
of

Outstanding Charismatic Leaders

in

Testimonies, Sermons, Teachings

Inspirational Tape Club offers you the oppor-
tunity to buy hundreds of never-before avail-
able tapes. No obligation to buy any tapes
. . . but you're kept up to date with reviews
of new ones which become available each
month.

Introductory membership only $1 ... for
which you also receive the late Peter Mar-
shall's "Things I Know" . . . now a col-
lector's item.

Send $1 with your name and address to:

Inspirational Tape Club, Dept. T-101, 41 East

Main St., Mesa, Arizona 85201.

FREE CATALOG!
Tables, Chairs, Trucks

MONROE
Write to:

THE MONROE COMPANY
259 Church St., Colfax, Iowa 50054

DE MOULIN
ROBES

Designed with grace and
dignity in your selection

of the finest materials

and beautiful colors.

Masterfully tailored.

Sensibly priced. Write
for free catalog and
swatches. State name
of church and pulpit

or choir type.

De Moulin Bros. & Co.

1103 So. 4th St.

Greenville. Illinois

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

Address TOGETHER—Classified Dept.

201 Eighth Avenue, South, Nashville. Tennessee 37203

The CLASSIFIED section of TOGETHER magazine is

designed exclusively for an exchange between subscribers

and to help subscribers. Standard categories only. No
Agents Wanted or Fund Raising advertising. Advertise-

ments of a strictly commercial nature are not acceptable.

CASH MUST ACCOMPANY ALL ORDERS. Rate:

75c per word (Minimum charge $15.00). Complete name
and address or TOGETHER confidential box number
is counted as four words.

HELP WANTED

ADMINISTRATOR: HIGH LEVEL EXECU-
TIVE to assist in planning and management
of international child-care organization, will-

ing to relocate in overseas field office, admin-
ister child-care centers, ADFC-type work,
school assistance, orphanages, and other child-

care programs. Must be flexible, creative, de-
tail oriented, able to work with national
personnel overseas, negotiate with government
officials. Bachelor's or Master's in Business
Administration, MSW, or other child-oriented
field. Demonstrated skills in management.
Salary based on experience and training, usual
fringes and increases. For information please
write Dr. Ed Janss, Christian Children's Fund,
Inc., Third and Cary, Box 26611, Richmond,
Virginia 23284.
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THE 1973 23rd ANNUAL

Alaskan
Cruise for Methodists

Come along for a delightful adventure in

good fellowship, thrilling scenery and peace-

ful, restful voyaging in cool, far-northern

waters, on the 23rd annual Alaskan Cruise-

Tour for Methodists. Leave Chicago August
4-return August 24. For the past twenty-three

summers this tour to Alaska has been oper-

ated for members of The Methodist Church,

and each time a wonderful group of con-

genial people who enjoy friendly travel to-

gether, assembled for the trip.

Sailing aboard Canadian Pacific's T. E. V.
"Princess Patricia" the cruise includes Ketch-

ikan, Juneau, Mendenhall Glacier, Wrangell,

Skagway, Bartlett Cove and Prince Rupert.

The Pacific Northwest, Glacier National Park,

Banff and Lake Louise are also included in

the trip. Altogether a marvelous escorted tout

with the best company of fellow travelers

imaginable.

Limited size party—Fully escorted. Send your

reservation in early.

*M*"*fc

Write for free literature to:

Methodist Alaska Cruise-Tour

c o CAREFREE TRAVEL, INC.
Suite 850

The Equitable Bldg.
401 No. Michigan Ave.

Chicago, III. 60611

No obligation

"AFRICA
— '73" OF COURSE!

The enchanted continent that possesses

everything—utterly beautiful, completely

thrilling and absolutely unforgettable with

a reliable experienced travel agent. Lester

K. Welch, 5407 Corkran Lane, S. E. Wash-
ington, D. C. 20031.

r

QChoir
Cx Pulpit

.Robes

IN KEEPING WITH EASTER
A complete selection of styles and
modern fabrics. Write today for FREE
catalog C 13 (Choir Robes); J- 13

(Children's Robes); P 13 (Pulpit Robes).

COLLEGIATE CAP & GOWN CO.
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820 ' 1000 N MARKET ST

LONG ISLAND CUV NY 48 7b361HST It 101

OKLAHOMA CITV OKLA 801 N WESTERN AVE 73100

VAN NUYS CAL lbb2l>CARBRIIO RD 91408

Incredible Flight of the Snow Goose.

Study of the snow geese's annual mi-

gration to the south. Narrated by Glenn

Campbell.

Jan. 27, 1-2 p.m., EST on CBS—Stow-
away in the Sky, part one. Film on the

CBS Children's Film Festival from the

French creator of The Red Balloon. Part

two, same time, on Feb. 2.

Feb. 4, 1-1:30, p.m., EST on ABC—
Directions features a conversation with

Dr. Albert H. van den Heuvel, former

director of communications of the World
Council of Churches, now secretary gen-

eral of the Netherlands Reformed
Church.

Feb. 9, 8:30-10 p.m., EST on NBC-
Hallmark Hall of Fame presentation of

You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown.
Feb. 11, 9-10:30 p.m., EST on CBS—

Duke Ellington . . . We Love You Madly.
Tribute to a great jazz musician by a

group of jazz greats.

Feb. 13, 8-10 p.m., EST on NBC—The
Great Man's Whiskers. Dennis Weaver
as Abraham Lincoln in a drama center-

ing on a letter Lincoln got from a little

girl who suggested that he grow a beard
to hide the sadness on his face.

Since the middle of October an

imaginary land filled with puppets,

cartoon characters, a bilingual lion,

and Spanish-speaking and English-

speaking children has been inviting

young television viewers to become
bilingual.

Carrascolendas, on public tele-

vision stations since the middle of

October, is a "Sesame Street" de-

signed for children from kindergarten

to the second grade. It introduces

English-speaking youngsters to Span-

ish and Spanish-speaking children to

English in 30-minute programs in

which Spanish and English dialogue

alternate in fast-paced segments that

use skits, play-songs, and bilingual

cartoons.

If your small fry hasn't found

Carrascolendas already, check local

listings for when it is aired. Then if

you aren't bilingual yourself, sit down
with your young ones for a session

and see what you can learn.

/ound

The Billy Graham Evangelistic Asso-

ciation plans to build a radio station

in Hawaii that can send programs as

far away as Indonesia.

There are 75 such long-range

evangelistic stations already licensed

around the world. One is a powerful

radio station in Ethiopia that is

beaming the Bible to the people of

China. Daily for an hour the Radio

Voice of the Gospel broadcasts the

Scriptures in Chinese, reading them

slowly enough that listeners can write

them down.

Thirty percent of the Ethiopian

station's programming is direct proc-

lamation of the gospel, and 70 per-

cent is education, health, agriculture,

and news. It carries 24 newscasts

daily in seven languages. The Luther-

an World Federation established it in

1963, and the station adviser in

charge of church and government

affairs, Dr. Emmanuel Gabre Sellassie,

says it has been a factor in the rapid

growth of the Ethiopian Lutheran

Church. That church's membership

increased 15 percent in 1970, 23 per-

cent in 1971, and was expected to

have increased 50 percent by the

end of 1972.

Print

Benjamin Franklin never completed

the autobiography he began in Poor

Richard's Almanack, but during his

great years of achievement as spokes-

man for the American Colonies,

signer of the Declaration of Inde-

pendence, and diplomat, he wrote

so many letters, memoranda, essays,

and newspaper articles that these

told the rest of the story.

They have been gathered into

Benjamin Franklin: A Biography in

His Own Words (Harper & Row, $15).

Historian Thomas Fleming has done

a skillful job of selection and editing,

and more than 250 illustrations—old

woodcuts, cartoons of the time, por-

traits, sketches, and drawings—make

this a handsome and inviting book.

The Invisible People, which begins

on page 4 of this issue, reminded

me that I should mention The Two
Worlds of Jim Yoshida (Morrow,

$6.95). Jim Yoshida was a high-school

boy from Seattle when World War
II trapped him, and his mother and

sisters, in Japan. Following the cus-

tom of Japanese-Americans, they had

taken his father's ashes back to their

ancestral village for burial.

Young Jim was forced to serve in

the Imperial Japanese Army in China,

and when he finally got back to Japan

after the war he was horrified to
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discover that his United States citizen-

ship had been revoked. It took him

years of determined effort, including

service as an unpaid volunteer with

the U. S. forces in Korea, to win it

back.

Mr. Yoshida lives in Honolulu now.

He wrote his extremely readable

book with the help of another Ameri-

can of Japanese ancestry, Bill Hoso-

kawa, who is the executive editor

of The Denver Post.

A federal judge in Indiana has up-

held a couple of newspapers that said

they wouldn't advertise pornographic

films.

Last May, Fort Wayne Newspapers,

Inc., announced that its journal-

Gazette and News-Sentinel would

accept no more advertising from

movie houses that showed only un-

rated adult films or X-rated pictures.

They would run ads in which these

theaters showed their names and

telephone numbers, but that was all.

They also rejected future advertising

from nightclubs, bars, and taverns

that referred to films those establish-

ments were showing.

The same day the announcement
was made the papers were sued by

America's Best Cinema Corp., which

owns a local movie house that was
showing X-rated films, and Angel

|

Corp., a nightclub that showed por-

nographic films to its patrons.

In handing down his decision Judge

Jesse E. Eschbach explained that in

I

cases where courts have restrained

newspapers from refusing to accept

J

advertising, there has been a desire
1

to exclude a person or group from
1

the market or to accomplish some
other noncompetitive objective. In

1 the case of the Fort Wayne news-

papers, he said, it was clear that their

purpose was based in the growing

burden of policing theater ads for

objectionable material and in their

concern that they would lose their

family image.

j | Film/

One of the strongest pictures

' shown at the Chicago International

Film Festival was a Russian produc-
tion of King Lear to which the World
Shakespeare Congress had already

given a standing ovation. The stark

Russian landscapes are like nothing

Shakespeare ever saw in England, but

they add to the mood of the tragedy,

and Yuri Jarvet is a magnificent Lear.

Boris Pasternak did the free verse

translation into Russian, though this

is lost on American audiences, who
have to depend on subtitles. The

musical score by Shostakovich speaks

an international language. This pic-

ture may never be shown outside

the art theaters, but if you have a

chance to see it, by all means do.

It will stay with you long after you

have left the theater.

Some films that are showing in

theaters around the country are:

The screen version of 1776, which

loses none of the Broadway play's

electrifying qualities. Utilizing most

of the original Broadway cast, Jack

L. Warner has produced a great, re-

freshingly patriotic film that will

appeal to all ages.

Rage (rated PC)—stars George C.

Scott. It is the actor's first attempt at

directing, and it's a disappointment

even with him in the leading role as

a father who takes vengeance for the

death of his son after an accident

during a chemical-warfare experi-

ment.

Limbo (rated PC)—a three-hand-

kerchief picture about the wives of

three prisoners of war in Viet Nam.

It avoids politics and centers on the

personal problems of women whose
marriages are suspended in time,

neither alive nor dead.

The Great Waltz (rated C)—has a

certain appeal for older filmgoers

who grew up with lavish musical

productions. It's not the younger

generation's cup of tea. Horst Buc-

holz plays Johann Strauss, Jr., and

Nigel Patrick, his more famous father.

You'll Like My Mother (rated PC)—
low-key suspense drama starring

Patty Duke. There's no violence but

plenty of unseen menace as Miss

Duke, playing a pregnant widow,
comes to visit her mother-in-law for

the first time. Everything turns out

all right in the end.

Young Winston (rated PC)—excel-

lent picture about Winston Church-

ill's early years. Parental guidance is

needed because identifying Sir Ran-

dolph Churchill's illness as syphilis is

essential to the story.

—Helen Johnson

NEW CHOIR FASHIONS
by WARD!

A new elegance, a new
vitality, a new flair—all

can be added to your
choir with choir robes
from C. E. WARD.
Choose from a wide
range of the latest
styles, materials and
colors. And there's the

right combination of
options to fit every
budget. Call us to-
day. Or send for a
copy of our latest
catalog.

C E WARD
A CCM Company

Dept. 20
New London. Ohio 44851

(419) 929-1523 pf

OF
| b

PEWS, PULPIT & CHANCEL

FURNITURE
*/ write for Free catalog
T AND LOWDIRECTPRICES

J.RRedington&Co.
DEPT. 2. SCRANTON. PA. 18501

ORIENT and HAWAII
Escorted Tour leaves from Los Angeles

July 2, 1973. Hosted by Methodist Pastor

with congenial group. On tour 20 days.

Write for beautiful brochure. Rev. Orin M.
Simmerman, Jr., 2210 29th Street, Ashland,

Ky. 41101
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Letters From Elsewhere by Herman B. Teeter

'A Sad Occurrance
in these Parts

7

Dear Editur:

When I went out to my mail box

yesterday a.m. our mail carrier Mr.

Martin Beryl was just sitting their

waiting with his engine running and

didnt seem in a hurry like usual.

"I just wanted to shake hands, Heg-

bert. You have been a mighty good
and loyal patron of mine and I will

miss being your carrier."

"What is the matter, Mr. Beryl,"

I ast. "Are you sick or have you been

fired by the goverment?"

He laffed and said no, not neither

one. "After this trip, Hegbert, I will

retire from RFD #3 after 42 years,

six months, and 21 days. I was just

sitting here thinking I will miss this

stretch of road more than any other

in my 52 miles."

"I never thought their was any-

thing spechul about it, Mr. Beryl. But

we like it hear."

"Hegbert, in the summers I have

seen your watermelons git big and

fat in the fields, and I always found

one of the biggest and fattest for

me right down their under the mail-

box.

"In the falls I have seen your

punkins git big and yeller and always

around Halloween wood find one of

the biggest and yellerest for me rite

under your mail box and I wood
take them home for punkin pies and

for my kids to make spook heads out

of.

"Hegbert, my kids is growed up

now and I saw your kids, all xcept

Little Willie whom is a blessing to

you and Abby in your old age, also

grow up and marry and move away.

I ust to not be able to keep from

reading the postcards I delivered to

your box from Clay and Claude and

Carrie and Cathy after they left home,

and to whom I also delivered and

picked up love letters for before they

was married. I wood know they was

love letters if the stamp was on up-

side down or if they wrote S.W.A.K.

on the back. Do you know what
S.W.A.K. means?"

"I never give it much thought,"

said I.

"Well S.W.A.K. means Sealed With

A Kiss, Hegbert, and I have delivered

lots of them kind in my day."

"I remember you was delivering

the mail when we moved here," I

said.

"Yes, and the first time I met you,

I was stuck up to the hub caps in

that low place at the foot of Pine

Knob and you come out with a team

of the finest looking mules I ever

seen and pulled me out like that

mud wasnt even their."

"Well, Mr. Beryl, that mud hole

is gone and that team of mules, bless

'em, has gone to their just reward.

This road is graded now and a via-

duck was put in where that old mud
hole was, and I dont think I will

ever love my new tractor like I loved

that team of mules. We named one

of them Maud after the one in the

funny papers with Happy Hooligan.

"Mr. Beryl," I said. "Hear it is

dinner time. Why dont you come in

and sit with us at table. We will fry

up some sausage or hickery smoked
ham with fresh eggs rite out of the

hen house where I herd the old

domernecks and white leghorns cack-

ling away already this a.m. Also Abby
has some hot home made bread in

the oven rite now."

"Hegbert, there is nothing I would

enjoy any more but I am still under

government reglations and am not

permitted to tarry along like that, or

even this, xcept in a emergency. I

know how good Abby's sausage is,

mixt up just right with sage and gar-

lic, for I have found many a sack of

it, or a quarter of ham sliced up,

rite hear in the mail box for me
which is agin goverment reglations to

put it rite in the box I guess but the

goverment never herd a word about

that from me."

"Heck," I said, "them little things

aint nothing compared to what you

have did for us. I know it must of

bin misery for you to reach into this

mail box in zero weather to pick up

a bunch of frozen pennies we left

for stamps, especially with your bad

back from leaning over and putting

mail in 150 or more boxes.

"Mr. Beryl, you are one goverment

hired hand we dont mind paying our

taxes for, and we have not forgot

the time in 1934 when you stopt and

all by yourself fought a grass fire

while we was away from home and

saved our house and barn from burn-

ing down and ruining us."

"I had almost forgot about that,

Hegbert."

"What are you going to do with

yourself come Mon. morning and you

are retired, Mr. Beryl?"

"Well, I have been laying off to

do some fishing. All these years I

have been coming by your place and

that big long pool of water on Clear i

Creek behind your house has just

about drove me crazy. Manys the

time I have been tempted to defy

reglations and stop my car and go
j

over their and drop in a line."

"Well, I aint never put no No
Fishing signs over their, Mr. Beryl.

And if I had, I wood take them down

for you."

Our old mail man grinned, razzed

his motor, shook hands agin, and I

away he went, Mr. Editur, and unless .

you never lived on a rural route you
j

probably dont know what a sad

occurrance in these parts it was to I

see that old beat up car of Mr.
j

Beryl's disappear over the hill for the

last time after 42 years, six months

and 21 days.

Sinserely, H. Clutter
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A Boy and Snow

Give a boy a morning of new-fallen snow,
and you can watch him enter
the land of forget-everything in the joy

that comes with seeing winter.

Give a boy a sled and some new-fallen snow,
and he'll find a hill; you'll see
him the explorer of space and of time,

red-faced, tall in his majesty.

Give a boy a friend and some new-fallen snow,
and you'll hear shrieks of pleasure; fun
lies in rolling, in romping, in tossing balls,

and not quite missing each one.

When he is a man, he may fuss and fret,

and though winter gives him a chill,

he will smile at the joy it gives to a boy,
remember the taste of snow, still.

—Lillie D. Chaffin
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June 28 to July 29

ftami
A grand Methodist surface transportation event from Chicago for 31
completely inclusive days! Featuring SS MARIPOSA five day-cruise
Los Angeles to Honolulu and SS MONTEREY return Honolulu to San
Francisco — USA Ship Registry. Fourteen wonderful nights in Hawaii
with a complete program of sightseeing and Methodist activities.
Streamlined Amtrak trains across country. (Methodist Air Tour option
leaves July 3 — returns July 19 — both parties are together in our
lovely 50th State) — under the leadership of Reverend Dale Beittel.

particularly

planned for

UNITED
«sr
HODIST1

AND THEIR FRIENDS

July 1 to July 21

Hlmkm
CRUISE

<§>0C

IE

July 15 to August 5

see the

Departing by streamlined train from Chicago and Minneapolis for
twenty-one enjoyable days including Glacier National Park, cool
Banff and Lake Louise, Fraser and Thompson Canyons, Vancouver
and Victoria, B.C. "Trail of '98" and Seattle. Featuring the breath-
taking eight day Canadian Pacific famed Inside Passage Cruise.
Shore stops at Ketchikan, Wrangell, Skagway, Juneau, Prince Rupert
and Alert Bay; plus Bartlett Cove and Tracy Arm. Conducted by
Dr. Robert Browning.

Three all-surface weeks from Chicago by streamlined trains, visit

Grand Canyon, Los Angeles, Tijuana, Disneyland, San Diego, Santa
Barbara, San Siineon and Big Sur, Monterey, San Francisco and
Lassen Volcanic National Park. New, three-day cruise up the Coast
from San Francisco to Victoria, B.C., then across Puget Sound to

Seattle, Mt. Rainier National Park and our American Rockies. Travel
in unhurried comfort, deluxe hotel accommodations. The congenial
Methodist way to see our Great Country with Dr. Merle Broyles.

August 6 to August 22

Together we cover vast distances by air on our visit to all major
points of interest "Inside ALASKA"! Departing from Chicago or
Seattle our Sixth Annual adventure includes Alaska Methodist Uni-
versity, Anchorage, famed Mt. McKinley, Fairbanks, Nome and
Kotzebue, above the Arctic Circle. Short inside passage cruise in-
cludes Ketchikan, Juneau and Skagway. Schwatka cruise at White-
horse, Alcan Highway, travel in safety and comfort, most modern
accommodations in America's last great frontier — with Reverend
Roland Fierce.

Sept. 23 to October 15

AGRGSS &
AROUND
flMERIGfl

"Fall In" For Fun — with our perfect Western Hemisphere Methodist
Autumn Vacation — tops from Coast to Coast! Starting from New
York and Chicago streamlined trains to Los Angeles — 17 day sail

on deluxe Princess Cruise liner, the ultimate in cuisine and comfort.
Shore visits at charming Acapulco, THROUGH-THE-PANAMA-CANAL— then South America's famed Cartagena, Colombia; and thai

Caribbean's Curacao, Grenada, Martinique and St. Croix. Returns]

to Fort Lauderdale, Florida, and streamlined train back home. TouriJ

Director Rev. Percy Stratton.

Rev. Dr. Merle D. Broyles

Currently Pastor of the
First United Methodist
Church, Jackson, Michigan— Dr. Broyles formerly was
District Superintendent, De-
troit East District of the

^^^ United Methodist Church,
^^^t a^>. He has been on many
Church Boards and Agencies in this country
and was a delegate to the World Methodist
Conference in Oslo, Norway. An active trav-
eler, he most successfully led one of our
1970 United Methodist Alaska Tours. All will

enjoy his qualities of Christian leadership,
companionship and guidance.

distinguished leadership
Rev. Percy J. Stratton

An outstanding tour leader,
as our 1970 Alaska, 1971
West and 1972 Inside Alas-
ka tour members will attest.

Rev. Stratton is presently
Pastor of the United Meth-
odist Church, Enon, Ohio.
He formerly served pastor-

ates in New York and Virginia and currently
is the Church's Director-Adult Ministry for
Ohio's Springfield District. Rev. Stratton's
expertise assures everyone on our 1973
Fall Tour of excellent and untiring service.

}
f

Rev. Dr. Robert Browning

Active as a professor ol

Christian Education at tha
Methodist Theologica
School in Delaware, Ohio
Dr. Browning has great rej

known in Methodist educaj
tional fields. He has author]
ed publications for th^

United Methodist Church and has wideljj
traveled both abroad and in this country. Hi!

1970 directorship Above the Alaska Arctidl

Circle and the following year to Scandinavia
|

have been recognized as excellent achieved
ments of this most capable leader.

UNITED METHODIST TOUR DIVISION

WAYFARER GROUP TRAVEL, INC.

2200 Victory Parkway
Cincinnati, Ohio 45206

I am interested in the following 1973 tours as advertised
in TOGETHER — please send me, without obligation, the
folders checked:

Alaska Cruise

See The West

Name

Hawaii Inside Alaska

Across-and-Around America

Address

City & State
(please print)

Zip Code.

worldl
and inl

nest irl

e satlsl

;thodisl

experienced management
Wayfarer Group Travel, Inc. has been arranging tours especially foj

Methodists for many years. We have taken readers of TOGETHER
their families and friends to literally the four corners of the world|

Careful consideration has been given to (he preferences ar

te rests of Methodists from years of experience. Only the finest

accommodations and services are included to permit complete
faction and enjoyment of the exciting programs offered. Methc
services will be conducted enroute, whenever circumstances perm ti

by competent Methodist leaders, including those pictured above.

completely all-expense
Every necessary Item of expense IS included — from major consldc

ations such as transportation, hotels and sightseeing to meal!

baggage handling, special activities and ALL TIPS to those servlni

you. NO PASSPORTS, VACCINATIONS OR VISAS are required ofl

these trips! You need worry about none of the time-consuming detail!

of travel, your experienced leader does that. The only expense^
which cannot be included are purely personal items, such as laund

telephone calls, postage and, of course, souvenirs for the folk

back home.

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION FREE —
Fill in, Clip and Mail Today!
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